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DOWNTON ABBEY THE MOVIE

SHORT SYNOPSIS

This fall, the worldwide phenomenon DOWNTON ABBEY, becomes a grand motion picture event, 

as the beloved Crawleys and their intrepid staff prepare for the most important moment of their lives.  

A royal visit from the King and Queen of England will unleash scandal, romance and intrigue that will 

leave the future of Downton hanging in the balance.  Written by series creator Julian Fellowes and 

starring the original cast. 

EXTENDED SYNOPSIS

We return to the Great House with the most illustrious guests the Crawley family could ever hope to 

entertain, their Majesties King George V and Queen Mary.  With a dazzling parade and lavish dinner 

to orchestrate, Mary, now firmly at the reins of the estate, faces the greatest challenge to her tenure 

as head of Downton. 

The calibre of the visitors causes quite a rumpus below stairs too and cracks begin to form in the 

usually well-oiled machine. Mary pleads with the retired Carson to return to the house, just this 

once, to oversee this most significant event but not everything goes to plan. The loyal Downton staff 

must pull out all the stops in order to ensure success and that the place they are proud to call home 

is presented in its greatest light. 

The King and Queen bring with them a lady-in-waiting whose own story will prove explosive to the 

Crawleys and the future of Downton. The arrival of royalty is not a coup for all though: as an erstwhile 

Irish republican, Tom Branson’s political sympathies get him into trouble. Inspired by Branson’s 

republican stance, Daisy starts her own revolt in the kitchens and when Thomas is forced to take a 

step back by Carson’s return, his indulgences during his newly found free time lead to misfortune. 

The sisters weather this latest disruption as best they can, but when The King offers Edith’s husband 

Bertie a once-in-a-lifetime opportunity it causes conflict between them. When Violet reveals some 

surprising news, it becomes clear that Mary must make some important decisions, for herself, for 

her family and for Downton Abbey.
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THE GENESIS OF DOWNTON ABBEY

When Gareth Neame, (CEO, Carnival Films and Executive Producer on Downton Abbey), began 

talking to Julian Fellowes about developing a new television drama series, it was an adaptation of 

Julian’s acclaimed novel Snobs that he had in mind. Discussions quickly turned to a subject that 

Gareth had been mulling over for some time and, as luck would have it, Julian had been thinking 

along similar lines. 

“It was while working on an adaptation of Julian’s novel Snobs that I first thought we should really 

work on an episodic series set in an Edwardian country house,” says Neame. “Firstly, because it is 

a setting that is uniquely English and we haven’t had an original programme like this in many years 

and secondly, Julian and I both thought it was good territory to revisit.”

“I couldn’t think of anyone in the world better to write it than Julian and obviously there was a very 

big nod towards Gosford Park, which had made such a huge impact on defining the English country 

house genre,” he explains. 

“I thought, if you could just take that period and put it into a prime-time series, you could have 

something really special,” he continues.

For Gareth there are a few television genres that are uniquely American and some that are uniquely 

British of which Downton Abbey is one. 

“When I read Julian’s initial treatment it had such a confidant command of this period and grasp of 

this world, the family, the servants, and the entire setting that it was clear this was something he had 

wanted to write for a long time.”

For Julian, Gosford Park struck a chord with audiences everywhere and it was a period he was keen 

to return to. 

”I had never written a television series before and I found you have such tremendous freedom to 

develop the characters. The way of life of these fully staffed houses had always interested me, long 

before I wrote Gosford Park. There is something intriguing about a group of people living in such 

close proximity and yet with such different expectations.” 

In these country houses, Julian talks of families living within “a curious universe, alongside their 

servants who are, on the whole, living a different life but are just as strongly graded as their masters 
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so that, within their world, the butler is King and the housekeeper is Queen, with all their own hopes 

and dreams.” 

“It always intrigues me how did people deal with it, did they retain a sense of self? I hope in Downton 

we have a very balanced set up as both Gareth and I wanted it to be something recognisable and 

identifiable to audiences.”

The Edwardian period is not often portrayed in television drama, with dramatists and writers 

favouring the regency period of Jane Austen instead.

“This is a time that perhaps our parents, but more likely our grandparents, would have lived in, 

so it’s not a completely foreign country,” explains Gareth. “The modern era began at the end of 

the 19th Century and this was something Julian and I discussed a lot. By the late 19th century, 

electricity came in and then gradually motor-cars, telephones, people commuting to work on the 

London Underground or on a bus and then came mortgages and pensions and are all things that 

modern audiences recognise and identify with.”

“My father was born in 1912,” adds Julian, “So 1912, which is the year the television series began, 

is a period that many people alive today have heard about from their immediate family members; 

it’s still relatively recent history.”

Crucial to the look and feel of the show was for Gareth to bring modernity to the design without 

compromising the period. 

“We wanted the show to have a contemporary feel to it without losing any of the glorious elements 

that made the era unique. I think this is helped by it being an original script allowing the audience 

to enjoy all the trappings associated with period drama.”

Julian was also keen to portray what it was like to live and work in service during this time and for 

women, particularly young women, service was the only option. 

“When the economic system changed, people, and most particularly women, began to be offered 

jobs where they could have a free evening instead of being on duty until they went to bed. It 

was clearly a better option. Remember during this time we saw the rise of women’s rights, the 

organisation of labour, the changing status of the worker, the massive increase of productivity in the 

Midlands, so the modern world was pushing though and in fact the First World War would release 

all of that energy,” explains Julian
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The ambition of Downton Abbey was realised, not only in the script, but in the design, the location, 

the production values, and ultimately the casting. For Gareth, the excitement of being a producer is 

to watch these elements come together. 

“I enjoy the whole process of filming from beginning to end,” he says, “It’s a process that’s made 

of a lot of different talents and skills and seeing each of them come together is hugely rewarding; 

I mean the whole operation, including working very closely on the development and at that point 

its very much about the script; then at a certain point it becomes about the casting, locations, 

costumes, make-up and hair, then editing and suddenly the most important thing you’re working on 

is music and finally the publicity. I really do enjoy all of those aspects of production,” he explains.

“Ultimately for me as a producer it’s seeing the finished product coming together. You create 

something of value that has a purpose and will entertain.” 

Before any of these elements can come together, getting the right producer on board is vital to the 

success of any production. 

“I asked Liz (Trubridge) to be the series producer, not least because of her track record, but mainly 

because of her relationship with Julian I knew that would work very well for us. She’s been a great 

blessing for me and runs such a tight ship. Nigel Marchant is an excellent producer, who I have 

enjoyed working with in the past. It really makes my life a thousand times easier having such a great 

team on the ground.” 

For Gareth, casting was also crucial for Downton Abbey but what can often be difficult and arduous 

process was in fact very straightforward.

“It was a joy to cast this drama purely because it wasn’t hard to find the actors you would want to 

play this part and we were blessed that pretty much everyone we went to came on-board.” 

One of Julian’s many considerable achievements with the scripts is to create many characters, 

introduce them all in the first episode and give them storylines. 

”Julian has got a great command of every single one of those characters and the journeys they go 

on and that really gives the actors something they can get their teeth into.” 

“The modern audiences’ viewing habits are much more sophisticated now and viewers are able to 
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handle lots of information simultaneously, most likely as a result of the increasing pace of television 

dramas such as Chicago Hope and The West Wing,” says Julian. 

One of the most important characters in the script was the house itself and despite visiting Highclere 

Castle first, Gareth, Julian and the production team spent six months visiting many different houses 

eventually returning to Highclere Castle. With its 1,000 acres of grounds, landscaped by Capability 

Brown, the Castle provided the perfect backdrop for Downton Abbey. 

“Finding the hero location was a funny journey because from day one Julian said the house he 

had in mind was Highclere. When the show was greenlit I came down to have a look around,”  

recalls Gareth.

“Initially, it seemed wrong to just tick the box without exploring other options because it was such 

a key factor in the show and probably the singular most important character,” he adds. “One of 

the reasons we came back to Highclere was that our production designer (Donald Woods), made a 

point that the show was set in Edwardian England and many period dramas over the last few years 

have tended to be set in Georgian houses.”

“Highclere’s gothic look felt so different to other period dramas and we were keen to make a fresh 

statement so the show could stand out.” 

Julian’s passion for great houses is well documented and for him the choice of Highclere Castle as 

the location for Downton Abbey was an easy one. However, with a huge ensemble cast, supporting 

artists and a crew of over 100 it was important from a logistical point of view that the house  

was accessible. 

“I love Highclere and wanted Gosford to be at Highclere. But Bob Altman very much wanted people 

to be able to sleep in their beds and so we had to move nearer to London to Wrotham, (another 

wonderful house). To me, Highclere is a unique architectural statement and tells us so much 

more about the wonderful confidence of the late Victorians and the confidence of high Empire,”  

observes Julian. 

Highclere Castle is home to the Earl and Countess of Carnavon and their family and is undoubtedly 

one of England’s most beautiful castles set amidst spectacular parkland. The Carnavons’ ancestors 

have lived at Highclere since 1679. 
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“The Castle has some wonderful interiors especially the library which is an absolutely marvellous 

room. It’s a very quintessential English Library and the Great Hall is wonderful”, adds Fellowes.

It was always the plan to film the state rooms and public rooms on location, however, over the years 

the kitchens and the bedrooms of large country houses have changed dramatically therefore it was 

necessary to build the servants quarters, kitchen, and bedrooms in a studio.

“The thing about filming in these great houses is that if you were to start from scratch, you simply 

couldn’t build this and if you did you would have used up all your budget in one room.”
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THE MAKING OF THE DOWNTON ABBEY FILM

By Julian Fellowes

The return to Downton Abbey has been a rather extraordinary, at times almost surreal, experience.  

We finished filming the last season in 2015, made sure that all the characters were safely tucked 

up in their lives, said goodbye to them, marked the moment with a wonderful wrap party in the 

Ivy Club, and that, I thought, was that.  But it seemed the public was not yet quite prepared to be 

parted from the Crawleys and their servants and the rumours of a film grew and grew until Gareth 

Neame and the rest of the team felt unable to resist them.  And so the film was born.

For me, the desire for a film of a series is an expression of how much people miss the show, 

itself, and, besides, in Downton Abbey the house was the main character in the drama.  It was the 

demands of the house that drove storyline after storyline and their love of the house that made the 

family stand by it.  So I knew from the start that we would be back at Highclere for a lot of the time.  

A long-running series is quite unlike any other kind of dramatic form, certainly for the writer but I 

think for everyone involved.  It is the only time that you are writing for (or directing) performances 

you are already familiar with, played by actors you know and enjoy in the roles.  With a play or a 

musical or most movies, you write and (usually) finish the script before it is cast.  But, with Downton, 

I was looking at the episode cuts by the time I was writing Episode Four of the first series.  I had 

got to know these characters;  I had got to see what the actors could do with them, and I started 

to write to their strengths of  which this wonderful cast had many.  Their performances shaped the 

narrative as much as anything and, after six years of that process, unsurprisingly, you do get very 

involved with these invented but very real-feeling people.  I’m always being asked which character 

was my favourite, but the truth is, they were all my favourites.  They were my children.  I created 

them and the actors and I grew up in the roles, in the world of Downton Abbey, together.

I have been lucky in the years since Downton finished, with musicals in the West End and on 

Broadway, two movies out this year and two television shows now in pre-production, so I have no 

grounds for complaint, but of course I rather miss the sort of security that the world of Downton 

gave me.  It is a marvellously unhurried form of drama.  You can hint and suggest and choose the 

moment to kick off a new story, but no one’s in a hurry.  So of course I miss it and, in that way, it 

was fun to be back in their fictional lives.  But writing the film wasn’t the same as working on the 
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show had been.  In a television episode, you will normally give strong stories to four or maybe five 

characters and the others will simply participate in one of them.  Then the following week a different 

four or five will get their stories and the rest of the cast will support them.  But in a film everyone 

must have their tale to tell and all of them must be resolved, which meant quite a bit of plaiting.  

We chose to make the Royal visit the central strand.  King George V and Queen Mary would tour 

Yorkshire and spend a night at Downton, and all the different narratives, some happy, some less 

so, would be tangential to this main event.  This was not too much of a stretch, in terms of reality.  

Their eldest daughter, Princess Mary, the Princess Royal after 1932, would later live at Harewood 

with her husband and, at the date of the film, was living at Goldsborough Hall and so Yorkshire was 

not at all off the beaten track for her parents.  Making the film gave us the opportunity to manage 

things on a grander scale than we could have done on television and the Royal couple (brilliantly 

played by Simon Jones and Geraldine James) provide us with the excuse to fill the screen with 

pomp and pageantry.  Added to which, we would explore how our old friends would react to the 

honour, and the answer is, not all of them favourably.  But you will have to see the film to learn the 

different responses on display.

We had a readthrough at Twickenham Studios, before shooting began, and suddenly there we 

were, all the faces that had dominated my waking hours from ten years previously, sitting side by 

side round a vast square of tables, scripts open before them, ready to get back into the skins of 

the Downton regulars.  Writing is a funny business.  You spend so much time alone, staring at a 

computer screen, waiting for ideas, and then suddenly – or it feels like suddenly – it becomes real 

and there are recces and fittings and a crew working feverishly to get everything ready and your 

words aren’t yours any more.  They belong to the actors and the director and, finally, the public.  But 

it is always a strange moment when you hear them read, or acted, for the first time and somehow 

seeing this cast, which had dispersed with farewells and kisses three years earlier, made it stranger 

still.  During the filming I would visit the set at Shepperton Studios where, years before, my life had 

changed with the making of Gosford Park, and there I would wonder at the skills on display from 

every brilliant department and the ease with which the actors reassumed their roles, and now it is 

time to step back and to let the audience into our secret.  I hope you enjoy the finished product as 

much as I do.
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GARETH NEAME

PRODUCER

BEGINNINGS OF THE IDEA FOR THE FILM

“We started our conversations about the Downton movie around about season three or four of the 

television show. I think at that point we didn’t know exactly how many seasons we were going to run 

to, but we did think that the show was so popular it had quite a cinematic feel. We thought it would 

work and transfer well to the big screen. 

“Once the seed had been sown the conversations really took off around season five and six. We 

decided we would bring the TV series to an end after season six, which many people felt was a bit 

too soon. I think we certainly could have done at least another season but we wanted to quit while 

we were ahead. The fact we were able to say to the fans that the show is going to end after the sixth 

series, but we hope to come back with a movie… it sort of sweetened the pill.”

DIFFERENCES BETWEEN TV AND FILM

“We wanted to take a step back from making episodic stories of the week and do something that 

was more of a big screen event. The crucial difference is that in a television series with twenty 

characters, each character has a couple of episodes where they can be right to the fore and a 

couple of episodes when they’re more in the background. The audience gets to see the entire 

ensemble and enjoy their stories across the whole series. In the movie you’ve only got two hours, 

and those twenty characters have really got to punch through. Not many movies have that many 

characters so there was a real challenge with the script to have one story that all of our characters 

could be engaged in. 

“They all had meaningful roles to play in that story. To keep all those characters spinning was a real 

challenge at the script development stage. 

“We wanted to ensure the characters remained together. Given that we haven’t been on air for 

three years I felt strongly that the fans want to go back to that place, it is called Downton Abbey for  

a reason.

“It’s about that precinct and it’s very important to return to the precinct albeit on a bigger and 

hopefully more majestic scale. So we are returning to that place that people love.”
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THE ROYAL VISIT

“We discussed lots of different ideas for the movie and it was Julian’s eventual decision to decide 

on the visit of the King and Queen to Downton. It felt such a simple and single endeavour that all the 

characters could be involved in. It would be a treat, an event and a challenge for the characters so 

that’s why we very quickly got behind that idea. As a theme it’s introduced right from the opening 

frames and it begins as a rather exciting opportunity particularly for the servants to meet the Royal 

Family and have the proudest day of their lives. It becomes clear that the Royal household has 

different ideas, and that although the King and Queen will be coming to visit, they’re going to do 

things their way. The Buckingham Palace staff were going to take over meaning the moment of 

glory for our much-loved below stairs characters is going to be lost.

“We see the servants really brought to a low ebb when they realise they’re completely redundant 

and are barely going to see the Royal Family, let alone serve them or cook for them. Gradually 

though, we see our heroes fight back and manage to find various distractions for the Royal staff that 

allow the Downton staff to step in and run the whole show.”

NEW CHARACTERS

“With our key story, the arrival of the King and Queen, it was inevitable that casting those roles 

was going to be central. Linked to the King and Queen’s story is a family story that concerns a 

character called Lady Bagshaw played by Imelda Staunton, an actress that we’ve known and long 

admired who is of course in real life married to Jim Carter who plays Mr Carson. Imelda is related 

to the Crawley’s, but now she really is part of the Downton family. Simon Jones plays the King 

and Geraldine James plays the Queen. Below stairs David Haig gives us a fantastic cameo as the 

Royal Butler. He’s an actor I haven’t worked with for many, many years now, but I’ve always liked  

and admired.

“We also have a love story for Tom Branson which was an important dimension to the script and has 

resulted in one of my favourite scenes in the whole film.” 

WHAT DOES MAKING THE FILM MEAN TO YOU?

“When the television show ended I made a lot of comments at the time about the possibility of 

making a film and it felt like a contract I had made with the fans. At the time I didn’t know whether 

that would be possible. It would mean 20+ calendars aligning and having a script we were happy 
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with, not to mention pulling the financing together to make it. There were so many obstacles along 

the way, but I really felt that if I didn’t get the film off the ground I would have failed the fans in some 

way so I really wanted to achieve it. 

“It’s been a huge journey for us and over a decade since I first proposed the series premise to Julian 

Fellowes. We were in pre-production for the series in 2009 and in 2019 we’re seeing the release of 

the movie, so I’ve worked on Downton Abbey every single day across those ten years. Getting the 

movie into production and to release is the real icing on a rather large cake.”

MEMORABLE DAYS ON SET

“I don’t believe The King’s Troop Royal Horse Artillery have participated in a movie before. They’re 

often featured on television, doing their normal day-to-day ceremonial work. In the Downton movie 

they are playing a historical reserve unit and because the guns and uniforms that the King’s Troop 

wear today are basically identical to what a Yeomanry Regiment would have worn in the 1920s 

they effectively turned up camera ready. We were able to take this modern unit of highly trained 

cavalry and put them straight into the film but it took a lot of discussion and negotiation to work our 

calendar around their calendar.

“Bringing more than a hundred troopers and their horses to this village meant that we had to build 

stables and a camp for them all to stay in, so, it was a huge logistical undertaking but it all went 

incredibly well. To have all our cast in their wonderful costumes and the 80+ troops on horseback 

on one of the most beautiful days of the year was quite a memorable sight.”

MEMORABLE SCENES IN THE MOVIE

“There are too many to mention, the ball room scene, the parade, moments between Maggie and 

Michelle, but one of the funniest scenes in the film is when Molesley oversteps the mark with the 

King and Queen when it all gets a bit too much for him. Kevin Doyle who plays Molesley is obviously 

one of our great comic actors. Not that he’s only a comic actor, he’s a brilliant actor in every respect, 

but his comedy is astonishing and Molesley is such a great character. I think he really delivers 

in one scene in particular where he disgraces himself in front of the Royal Family and it’s a very  

beautiful moment.”
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WHAT IS IT ABOUT DOWNTON THAT STILL CAPTIVATES AUDIENCES IN 2019?

“I’ve always felt there’s a perennial interest in the English country house. It’s a unique environment 

that is quintessentially British yet can travel. What we did with Downton was to take that recognisable 

world that is really only British and combine a much-loved genre with very modern contemporary, 

almost ‘soap style’ writing. Downton was not an adaptation of a book, which so many of these 

types of shows have been. It was an original, contemporary piece of writing, from an extraordinary, 

imaginative mind - from a writer who knows that world very well, is fascinated by it and understands 

its workings. 

“All of us live in families and arrange ourselves into hierarchies whether that’s within our own 

families or in our workplaces. We understand that about the world and although Downton is a very 

heightened world with strict rules and codes of behaviour, as human beings anywhere on the planet 

we respond to those things, we understand the way that they’re behaving, and we enjoy the rarefied 

world that they inhabit.”

SUCCESS OF DOWNTON  

“The idea of Downton had been percolating in my mind for a long time, because I always felt that 

the world is a very interesting one.  When I saw Gosford Park I was incredibly impressed by it. Julian 

Fellowes had won the Academy Award for his screenplay. It really stayed with me. Then, a few years 

later I collaborated with Julian on a novel of his which didn’t come to fruition, but this idea of making 

an episodic series set in an English country house was in the back of my mind; taking the idea of 

Gosford Park but spinning it off as an episodic show.

“I think if I hadn’t persuaded Julian to do it, it would never had got made. I think I would have just 

put the idea away and not taken it any further. Like everything in life it’s about timing and it’s a 

mixture of good luck and bad luck. The good luck was that I proposed the idea at the right time 

to Julian and he said yes. I always believe that with any creative endeavour you’ve got a hundred 

decisions to make, and if you can get about fifty of those right you may well have a success on your 

hands. If you get less than fifty of them right, maybe not. As we made the first season of Downton, 

every one of the decisions we made, from the broadcast partners we had, ITV in the UK, PBS in 

the United States, the cast of perfect actors, beautifully written scripts, expertly directed, designed, 

scored. Every single one of those decisions, for some extraordinary reason, were all right and that’s 

what I think made Downton such a success.
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“It touched a nerve with the audience. People loved that world. Everything I’d felt about it turned 

out to be true. Coupled with that Julian Fellowes created such brilliantly drawn characters that were 

wonderfully realised by the actors we’d cast. We created a world that audiences wanted to go to 

over and over again. When there were bereavements the audience felt them as well and when we 

left the show at the end of the sixth season people were in mourning and missed it. The fans and 

audience have kept alive the hope over the last two or three years that they would be able to return 

to Downton and now is the opportunity.”

AUDIENCES EXPECTATIONS

“I want people to leave the theatre reminded that they love the show and why they love it. I want to 

leave them wanting more. It’s a treat for the fans in particular. It’s a movie that I think everyone can 

enjoy but if you’re a real fan it brings you right back in connection with that place, that environment, 

those people, those characters with a whole new raft of stories packed into this two-hour movie. 

Downton is a world that had good and bad stories. It had dark stories and bright stories, optimistic 

stories and negative stories, and yet overwhelmingly the sense of optimism is what we are left with. 

I’d love people to leave the theatre enriched, happy and remembering their love of Downton.”
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LIZ TRUBRIDGE - PRODUCER

IDEA FOR THE FILM 

“The idea of a film was something that Julian, Gareth, and I talked about long before we started 

filming series six, we weren’t sure if it was ever going to materialise, but the closer we got to the end 

of the series, we began to feel there could well be a film. We were very aware that it was not going 

to be straightforward to get that number of cast back together but as we felt like it would be good 

to have a bit of a break and then regroup we thought it was at least achievable.” 

COMING HOME 

“It was the team at Carnival who had the very tricky task of bringing all the cast and crew back 

together. It was a huge challenge, nobody in their right mind tries to do one single film with that 

many lead characters, but the main thing we had going for us was they all wanted to do it. They’d 

all read the script and signed up to it, it was simply a case of scheduling which for a busy cast like 

ours was a huge puzzle. Somehow or other the stars aligned and it all came together.

“The read-through was the first time we had everyone in one room and it was a very special moment. 

We’d built in time before the read-through started, so that lots of embracing could go on!”

LOCATIONS 

“Part of the whole pleasure of Downton Abbey, is where it is set and the house is at the heart of 

the world we have created. Highclere Castle is iconic and is of course a character in its own right, 

but for the film we wanted to find a balance between returning to the familiar whilst also delivering 

something that felt bigger and a little more special.  

“We set it during late summer, early autumn and we were blessed with the weather, which was 

fantastic for all the exterior scenes. It looks like we live in a Mediterranean climate. Every time we 

went outside it seemed that the sun was shining and it allowed us to use drones and to have a 

helicopter.  

“We got to visit so many breathtaking places but my favourite set of all was at Harewood House. It 

was just staggering.  It’s such beautiful place and has one of the most stunning views I think I have 

ever seen from the veranda.
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“It is the home of Lord Lascelles and our storyline features Lord Lascelles and Princess Mary. It is 

historically understood that they had a tricky marriage at first and so Julian wanted it to be very 

clear that, if we were using it, we were not going to be using it under false pretences. He wrote to 

Lord Harewood, explaining what we wanted to do and that it would be a small part of the film but 

assuring him that we were not being derogatory in any way. He asked if we could come and film at 

Harewood House. Lord Harewood replied with the most charming letter saying we would be most 

welcome there.

“The series has always been set in Yorkshire, but we hadn’t been able to really show that off in the 

television series, due to the fact that we would need to film up there for long periods of time to do 

that. However, for the film we were able to showcase Yorkshire and its beautiful scenery. The film 

also allowed us to show the village of Downton in large scale, which we have never have been able 

to do in the series. We could take the time and really explore the beauty of where we’re filming.”

THE ROYAL VISIT 

“The story centres around the ripple effects of a Royal visit on the family above and below stairs 

servants. The key events of the film are the preparations for the visit, the arrival, a lunch, a parade 

with the King inspecting the Yorkshire Hussars and a big Royal dinner. There is then a huge ball 

held at Harewood House.  With the protocol that the palace brings a huge number of their own staff 

with them it creates the possibility for conflict with the Downton staff, and that makes for some fun.”

DIFFERENCES BETWEEN TV AND FILM

“The prospect of bringing Downton to the big screen was incredibly exciting and the realisation of it 

is a dream come true having worked on it from day one. The show has become almost part of our 

DNA and to be able to take it to another level feels like an enormous privilege.

“The greatest challenge of taking the series to a film is the enormous responsibility we feel to the 

fans. These are the people we are making it for, if we could manage to scoop up some others 

along the way that would be great, but we have made this for our very loyal fans. So our overriding 

intention throughout the whole production has been to make it the very best it can be, nothing was 

just good enough. It had to be as good as we could get it.
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“The TV series always achieved the very highest levels of aesthetic standards, but taking it to the 

big screen gave us the chance to open it up in terms of scale.

“Michael Engler is an exceptional director. His enthusiasm never wanes and his energy is infectious. 

He’s a powerhouse. He has a quiet confidence that allows him to be very collaborative and that’s a 

very rewarding way of working. He commands enormous respect from the cast and crew. 

“Many of our creative team had worked on the TV series, our make-up designer, Anne ‘Nosh’ Oldham, 

had designed for the first two series. Her and her very talented team really embraced the challenge 

of taking this to the big screen. Anna Robbins, our incredible costume designer, did an amazing job 

creating so many stunning costumes. The detail in each of those costumes is astonishing and we 

are able, on the big screen, to really show them off and they are just breathtaking. There is a dress 

that Mary wears at the ball, which is jaw-droppingly beautiful. 

“Donal Woods, our wonderful production designer worked across the whole series. We had still 

kept the downstairs set from the series and some of the bedroom sets, but after several years of 

being stored away they looked a bit tired, so there were things that were remade and built just 

slightly larger to allow us to get some different camera angles.

“Ben Smithard, our wonderful director of photography was new to the team but both Michael Engler 

and I had worked with him before. I had always thought his work was stunning but I was not quite 

prepared for just how stunning it is on the film, it looks fantastic.

“There were many moments where I just took a deep breath and thought, ‘wow, we’re doing it’ and 

to have the opportunity to tell this story on a big screen, bring all our characters back together and 

deliver a bigger version of what we had done for six seasons, was fantastic. 

“One of those moments was on the day we filmed the King’s parade, we have never shot anything 

like that before, in fact no-one has because this is the first time that any production have been able 

to use the King’s troop in a feature.  It is wonderful that they agreed to work with us and luckily we 

found one day in our filming schedule that worked for them.

“With the full troop and six-gun carriages, the production team had to arrange for them to get down 

to the village and set up an enormous camp where we had tack rooms, changing rooms, sleeping 

quarters, and stables built for all the horses. It was a huge operation.”
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UNIVERSAL APPEAL 

“The appeal of Downton in 2019 is partly inevitably, a return to the familiar. I also think the stories are 

universal ones. It’s about dealing with love and difficulties and family life and sadness and heartache 

and conflict. There also tends to be at least one character that people can either identify with or 

reminds them of someone, and there are those that they love to hate or love to love. These themes 

are so universal, I was recently talking to a group of Chinese students and I asked them what they 

related to and they said because the stories are human stories they could relate to the characters.”
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MICHAEL ENGLER - DIRECTOR

JOINING THE DOWNTON TEAM

“I first met Liz Trubridge as they were putting together the fifth season, and we were just talking 

about what it’s like making television in the UK and the US, and different projects we were working 

on. I was already a huge fan of Downton and could practically recite it chapter and verse. Liz was 

intrigued by the possibility of somebody with an outside perspective, outside this British culture, 

bringing something new to it at that point in the series. I was very excited at the thought of it 

because I’d never contemplated it might be possible. We started talking about it and I met with 

Julian and Gareth and we all just hit it off. I directed one episode in the fifth season and then they 

invited me back to do a few in the final season.

“The cast and crew are very much an established family. Everybody says that about the industry - 

that you become a family by the end, but this was a particularly warm one. I felt like there was very 

little hierarchical distance between the actors, the day players, the crew, the department heads. 

Everybody treated everybody with such a familial warmth and generosity, and I was really surprised 

by that. Not that I haven’t seen it before, but that after five years it had such ease about it. Even 

more so, that they welcomed me in that exact same spirit. I wondered, being the only American to 

direct the show, that there would be some resistance to what I might bring to it, but actually there 

wasn’t at all, it felt like a very natural fit.”

COMING HOME

“Everybody was so happy to be back together it was like a college reunion; very playful, very happy, 

but very professional. There was a real sense of joy, and a sense that you’ve been a part of something 

that was iconic and historically unique, which is rare. Some people never get to experience that. 

Wherever you are in your career it starts to really hit you what the impact of Downton Abbey was 

and is on the world. I think people really relished the idea that they could come back together one 

more time and be part of that, and make more of it.” 

BRINGING NEW IDEAS TO THE TABLE

“In terms of what I would bring to the film, I discovered that not taking certain things for granted 

about the culture or how society works or how people were supposed to behave or feel would 
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often give rise to an interesting discussion about what underpinned society. I think other crew and 

cast enjoyed that I would not quite understand something culturally and that would lead to an open 

debate and discussion.”

DIFFERENCES BETWEEN TV AND FILM

“In terms of bringing it to the big screen, it was scaled up, both cinematically and in terms of the 

story. We wanted it to feel like you didn’t have to be a diehard fan to enjoy it. However if you were 

an avid fan or somebody who watched it occasionally you would get a lot of detail about characters 

and relationships that was full and rich and fulfilling.

“With the film, it needed to feel like one big unifying event that no matter what else was going on in 

their individual stories, it would bring them all together.” 

NEW CHARACTERS

“Imelda Staunton, Geraldine James, Simon Jones, Stephen Campbell-Moore, Tuppence Middleton 

and Kate Phillips are all just great players of the British acting community. The way everybody 

mixed in so naturally was great. I think there was a sense that when everybody came into join the 

core cast they were really excited to be part of this filmmaking legacy.”

AUDIENCE EXPECTATIONS

“I think fans can expect the best of what they’ve always loved about Downton Abbey which is 

romance, suspense, comedy, a sense of being back in a world where each person has an opportunity 

to define their own sense of honour within the system. The history, the beauty, the costumes, the 

glorious locations, that’s all there, and bigger than ever. It’s also about revisiting all the things you’ve 

come to know about the show; the emotional relationships, the comedy of it, the relationship of the 

above stairs family and servants below stairs. It’s all woven together incredibly artfully by Julian.”

BIGGEST CHALLENGES

“I think the biggest challenges were really just getting everybody focused so that we could get the 

film made in the time that we had. Many of the cast were travelling into the UK; from India, New 

York and California and in some cases only for a day or two, so it was a logistical puzzle to make it 

work out, but it did in the end.”
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DOWNTON ABBEY’S SUCCESS

“I think it’s the classical values depicted in the show that are universal that contributed towards its 

success. I think people do feel an inherent sense of nostalgia and realisation that historically we 

were as similar then as we are now. I also think part of it is just for the same reason that people go 

to the National Gallery or the National Portrait Gallery, British history has a particular set of literary, 

visual, cultural heritage that still resonates for people, and is still beautiful.”
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DONAL WOODS - PRODUCTION DESIGNER

THE BEGINNING OF DOWNTON

“It was 2009 and I had just finished Cranford for the BBC, which was very successful, and Liz Trubridge, 

(the producer), rang to tell me she was making a period drama for ITV about rich people with servants 

and it was a year after the global crash. Who was going to watch it? Anyway, we carried on and 

made it. You can never tell what’s going to be a success or not and against all the odds it became a  

global phenomenon.

“The biggest conversation we had to start with was the house, the big character that is Downton Abbey. 

We probably researched a hundred houses online, all over Britain and visited over forty. The first house 

we visited was Highclere. It was about the right size, it was about the right landscape around it and it felt 

like it could be Yorkshire. There were lots of factors about the house, but we then had a meeting, late 

in 2009, and we all just said which house we liked the most, it was unanimously Highclere and the rest  

is history.”

NEW LOCATIONS

“We went to Little Germany in Bradford, which we used as our York streets, exterior of the police 

station and exterior of a club. We used Turden’s club, which was in a warehouse in Keighley. We 

also went back to Beamish Museum, which was magnificent. The first time we went there it was 

for the car showrooms, and this time we filmed Mr Bakewell’s shop there as well, so I think we’ve 

certainly travelled the country in our quest to bring variety to the film. I think on a TV show you 

wouldn’t be able to allow that amount of travel just for one or two scenes, but we were lucky with 

the movie we could move around a lot more to find the perfect locations.”

DIFFERENCES BETWEEN TV AND FILM

“I think we had to be loyal to the many fans, so Highclere and the below stairs sets were reconstructed 

with some tender loving care and we expanded them all to allow for cameras to move around  

more freely.

RESEARCH PROCESS

“I think you’re very conscious of the period, so you know it’s post First World War. There wasn’t really 

an explosion of design until 1926, when the words Art Deco appeared. It was about sticking rigidly 
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to the period, not thinking ‘Oh, we can use this light or we use this thing because it’s beautiful’. It’s 

actually trying to be honest to that post First World War period. London is the greatest place for 

access to all sorts of research material from the Post Office Museum to the V&A. Of course you’ve 

got the internet, but we’re very lucky in London to have wonderful museums and the cooperation 

of all of them.”

AUDIENCE EXPECTATIONS

“They can expect an experience that will be a little bit nostalgic in terms of bringing the TV series 

back in a sense, but I hope that mostly it’ll be a bigger, better, more lavish and a more expansive 

experience for people going to the cinema. I hope the loyal fans will go, but that also a new 

audience will come to the cinema and enjoy everything that everybody’s contributed to it. From the 

acting, to the costumes, music, make-up, sound, everything. Hopefully that will just be one of those 

experiences where they’ll come out and have a tear in their eye, in a good way.”

THE SUCCESS OF DOWNTON

“Downton came at a time in television when there were fantastic American series like Mad Men, 

Breaking Bad, Boardwalk Empire, Game of Thrones, all of which are brilliant and all successful. I 

think the audience just wanted different stories. In the end, if the writing isn’t any good, nobody’s 

going to watch it and I think it’s the storytelling that Julian has brought to it and the characterisation, 

which has created six much loved seasons and a brand new film. To entwine that many leading 

actors and make their stories all knit together, and keep them all interesting is genius, really..”
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ANNA ROBBINS - COSTUME DESIGNER

DEVELOPMENT AND RESEARCH

“When I first came on board for season five I had to get myself up to speed with the decade. I did 

a huge amount of research. You’ve got to become an expert in whatever era you’re then designing 

for. I went to the portrait gallery, the V&A, analysed a lot of 1920s garments and started shopping 

at vintage fairs to look at the cut and the construction. I immersed myself. You can’t do enough 

research as there’s always something else you can find, or a little detail that will find its way onto  

a costume.

“Then we started the process with the work room, where we start cutting shapes, looking at detailing 

making toiles of garments. From there the fitting process would begin. Alongside that, there’s the 

script that needs to be broken down so that you know from a very practical sense what costumes 

you need and where.  For Downton that is many and varied, because the family change their 

clothing so often. My job is to make sure that every costume works with the other costumes in the 

scene, that the scene as a whole is cohesive, and has the right emphasis on the right people: to 

offset the beautiful surroundings where, hopefully, it all comes together to read to the audience in 

a very natural way. “

DIFFERENCES BETWEEN TV AND FILM

“One of my considerations when we were moving from the television series to the film was that I 

had fewer costumes with which to tell a story. Over the course of nine episodes, I had hundreds 

of costumes to paint a picture and tell a story, to get that story arc for each character. I had to hit 

the nail on the head more succinctly with costume in the film. However I had more time to really 

craft the scenes, to look at the colour, and make sure the costumes worked with the set decoration 

and the location itself. I could break the script down into its settings, and really focus on making 

each one work individually. I also designed from scratch a lot more, so I was able to go back to the 

real root of a costume, which is the fabric that it’s made from. We were dyeing fabrics rather than 

shopping for them in a colour that already existed so I had even more control over the way it looked.

“The other consideration was that the costumes were going to be seen on a much bigger scale, 

literally. I used a lot of vintage, authentic pieces, and designed around them, either restoring, 

customising, or using vintage fabrics and doing something new. All that fabric, all that detailing, all 
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that craft has got to stand up to the scrutiny of being on a massive screen. The quality control when 

we were shopping was much higher, I was much more selective. You’ve got to have the impact and 

effectiveness as a head to toe outfit, but then be able to hone in on detail, and not have it overpower 

the scene.”

CHALLENGE

“The biggest challenge was the scale of the job. There’s a huge number of cast and a huge number 

of costumes, so to be able to design quickly enough to turn them around and be ready in time was 

quite a feat. The bigger challenges are more theoretical ones, where I wanted to make sure I was 

elevating what I’d done before, and I set the bar really high on the television series. To be able to 

come in and raise that bar, that was a challenge. It was being even more dedicated to the smaller 

detail, and making sure that we did everything as authentically as we could.”

FAVOURITE FIND

“We were at one of my favourite places on Portobello Market and there was some newly acquired 

vintage textiles that I wasn’t even allowed to see as the stall holder had promised it to someone 

else. It was described to me, and it almost made me cry, it just sounded so beautiful. She spoke 

to the collector, who agreed to let us have it instead which was incredible. It was still in its original 

wax paper, with its original Parisian labelling. We opened it up for the first time as it had never 

been used. It was this beautifully delicate embroidered silk tulle that we used on Violet’s ball gown 

for Harewood House. As well as lengths of gold metallic lace trim that we used on Violet’s Royal  

dinner dress.”

FAVOURITE COSTUME

“My favourite costume has to be Lady Mary’s ball gown. It started off as a knee-length dress with 

a very different neckline. When I found it, I knew I wanted Mary to be in something quite bold and 

monochromatic. The level of embellishment is just astonishing. It’s French and beaded onto muslin, 

so it’s still quite strong. We grafted the bottom of the skirt on, and added this black neck piece, 

that then hangs and drapes down her back. I know how Michelle wears clothes, I know how she’s 

going to stand to give you this amazing profile. It gave the most amazing movement when she was 

dancing. It’s a real journey for that hundred-year-old piece of clothing to end up where it has.”
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ANNE NOSH OLDHAM - HAIR AND MAKEUP DESIGNER

CHALLENGES OF INDIVIDUALITY

“In the beginning the main challenges were that we had a core of 18 actors that we wanted to 

look individual and have a personality of their own. We were very keen to keep the period slightly 

separate. We had Maggie and Penelope whose characters are still firmly rooted in the Edwardian 

era. Then we brought things on a little bit with Cora, then we had the three girls again all with 

different personalities, and that was upstairs. Downstairs we were very aware again of the fact that 

they all needed to look very individual, because it’s a very stark dress code downstairs. We wanted 

that when they were moving around the corridors, their silhouettes would tell you who that person 

was, even if they didn’t have dialogue at the time, so you could recognise shapes and personalities 

within the groups. 

“In the film some of the characters are true to history, but again we wanted everyone to retain some 

degree of individuality. When we had Lady Bagshaw come in played by Imelda Staunton, she has 

a certain station in life and also quite a nice backstory, which we wanted to reflect in the way she 

looks. When she’s sitting with Cora and Violet and the Queen, they all have a very different sort of 

look. It’s always challenging because the last thing you want is to have two people sitting next to 

each other and thinking they look the same, so you work really hard to make them feel right.”

COMING BACK TO DOWNTON

“I was thrilled to be invited back and when the phone call came that was wonderful. It was like 

coming back to work with old mates. The cast are divine. They really are a lovely bunch of people 

and they’re very talented. It was fantastic to work with Gareth and Liz again. From my point of view 

it was particularly nice because my team and I had started the whole thing off in series one, but 

since I left and returned a whole chunk of time has gone by. Familiar people, lovely characters, but 

very different to how I styled them when I first started. So it was great to be able to move it on and 

sharpen it all up and make it very filmic.”

THE STYLE OF 1927

“At the end of season six Mary was the first one to have a bob, and this was very fashion-forward, 

so we sharpened her look up completely. We wanted her to be really on point, on fashion. Then it 
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was time really for everyone else to start following suit. Then Edith came in, so we started cutting 

hair, bringing in bobs and shorter looks. Anna (Joanne Froggatt) for instance would have copied 

Mary’s style albeit in a much simpler form.”

THE BIGGEST CHALLENGE

“There’s some seriously good wig work going on there, and they take a lot of maintaining. The 

Queen was a pretty monster hairdo. The biggest challenge always is to make everyone look very 

stylish but very natural. You don’t want the audience to spot a wig or a false moustache.  We want 

everything to blend in such a way that everyone looks real and natural.” 

DIFFERENCES BETWEEN TV AND FILM

“I think from the very start everyone was aware that it is a film now and it’s not a series. We wanted 

everything to have the familiarity of Downton, but make everything really sharp because it is a movie 

and it’s going to be seen on big screens.”

RESEARCH METHODS

“I always go to paintings for my research. The internet is just a joy, but I’ve got lots of books at 

home. What we were very careful of here was, because you’re verging on the flappers of the 1920s 

and the real heavily made-up look, not to go too far. Even though they’re very fashion conscious, 

these girls are not clubbing. They’re married, so we wanted them to be in the era, but we were very 

careful not to make them look like they’re just about to go out on the razz. I sometimes think when 

you do a period piece if you push it too much it starts to look like it’s a magazine piece rather than 

an actual drama so we would sort of go there and then we knock it back a bit.”

INSPIRATION

“I think inspiration is always a jumble of things, so maybe for Lady Mary I would show about six or seven 

different feelings within the look we wanted. Then what we do is work out which would work best. 

You never lock into one thing because if it doesn’t work then you’ve got nowhere to go. So you lock 

into a feeling and a whole general look, and then you slowly but surely, with tests and wig fittings, find 

what works really well. You want the actress or actor to like how they look, because they’ve got to live  

this character.”
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JOHN LUNN - COMPOSER

THE TITLE THEME

“The title theme score of Downton Abbey is a key part of its branding and has been since the first 

episode of the television series. You hear the opening bars and you immediately know where you 

are. Initially at the start of episode one of the series there were no titles: it was just the telegram and 

the train. It started with the train, which was rather simplistically the single piano notes, and you 

immediately cut to a one shot of the train in the English countryside with Mr Bates looking forlornly 

out of the train window. I picked out these high notes on the piano that were lovely and separate 

from the rest.”

COMING HOME

“It was actually easier than I was expecting. It was like being back home again, with Gareth, Liz, 

and Michael. We were such a good team over that number of years along with Nigel, our sound-

dubbing mixer, who was an important part of it. He knew the confines of all the dialogue and the 

sound effects, which was reassuring for me. We all really enjoyed it.”

DIFFERENCES BETWEEN TV AND FILM

“The tunes all existed but I went back to square one to start from scratch. I slightly changed some 

things as by the time we’ve got to the end of season six, some of the tunes have lasted all the way 

through. We had a bigger orchestra with the film which meant a slight difference in the way that I 

wrote the music and what you can and cannot do.  For the TV series we had around 35 musicians in 

the orchestra, so we doubled it for the film. It’s still Downton but it has to sound better and grander. 

You’ve got a bigger soundstage to fill. 

“The first five minutes of the movie is basically all music, which is an amazing gift to get. We wanted 

to hold off on the main theme until you actually see Downton Abbey itself. That gives a great lead up 

to it. It’s almost like a compendium of tunes of Downton apart from the main theme until the house 

comes into view about three minutes in.”
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CHARACTERS

“Characters don’t have themes or tunes for themselves. It is more about the relationships they have 

with the people around them. For instance Branson has tended to take on more of the themes that 

I’d originally written for him and Sybil. Interestingly, the ghost of Sybil pops up in the movie. It’s 

like she’s still there. Then Mary and Matthew; when Matthew died, he took so many of my tunes 

to the grave with him but he always manages to pop up somehow. Some of those tunes are still 

associated with Mary, in one way or another, but they’ve just been transformed into Mary and 

another lover for example. It is a musical preface and harmony that characters and relationships are 

associated with.”
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ALASTAIR BRUCE - HISTORICAL ADVISOR

APPROACH

“As a Historical Advisor you worry whether people will pay any attention to you, but I very 

quickly realised back in the beginning that, with Brian Percival, the first Director of the television 

series, and with Liz Trubridge, the Producer, there was going to be absolute attention paid to 

the advice that I was giving. Slowly, the various actors realised that this support structure I was 

giving was valuable. Collectively, we helped to deliver a story that people found so powerfully 

effective, for reasons we couldn’t put our finger on exactly. It’s very difficult for people to 

know all the subtle protocols, the particular ways of the class system at the time we’re trying 

to recreate. It is something that I care greatly about, having studied the court and how it works 

through the centuries. With Downton Abbey we’ve brought that knowledge to life by bringing 

it into the delivery of the narrative. I hope that the historical accuracy, and that detail helped 

people’s subconscious get into the story, and go legitimately on a journey into a strange and  

different time.”

CHALLENGES

“Most of the challenges I faced were to do with how people in general stand, as most people 

now have shoulders that slope forward and downcast heads. We’re changing shape as human 

beings. If you look at film of the period, you’ll see people are much more upright, much more erect. 

Partly because the clothing made people stand like that. Now a lot of people do what I call crotch 

grabbing, where they put their hands in front of their nether regions. That can only be achieved if 

your shoulders are sloped forward. If your shoulders are in the right position, you actually can’t 

reach that point of your body. So those elements are always in mind. Also challenging is the way in 

which people handle each other. There’s a desire in this day and age to express emotion physically. 

In those days of course, people never touched each other. I always point out that one of the reasons 

that people didn’t touch each other is because there were no antibiotics. In a sense, that’s one of 

the reasons we feel able to be so interactive now. By getting that element of life right, you help 

people into a period that’s totally different from our own.”
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PROUDEST MOMENT

“Throughout the television series, I enjoyed the fact that if you talk to actors about a period, they 

love to bring it to life, and to grasp the tools that you provide for them. The bit that I’m particularly 

proud of was when we recreated the presentation at court of Lady Rose. Lady Grantham took 

her, and we had those wonderful court curtsies. Every element of what I’d researched at Windsor 

Castle, we brought to life, including the very music that was played. It was the first court that had 

taken place since the First World War so it was recorded in these documents. I remember waiting 

in the archives at Windsor and hearing the squeaking wheels as the trolley came into the room 

where I was to do this research in this terribly dusty volume. In it all the details of precisely who 

was presented, how it was done, what the music was, what the food was. Then passing that on, to 

the development elements of this amazing show, and seeing it brought to life, was so rewarding. 

I was also lucky enough to play the part of the Lord Chamberlain, who reads out the names. I  

enjoyed that.”

CLASS STRUCTURE

“Absolutely everyone, from the Earl, Lord Grantham at the top, down to the most junior kitchen 

maid has their place. They are in this social framework of the countryside, where the great house 

sits amid acres and acres of rolling, well run farmland. You know that the families who work on this 

estate are all utterly loyal to his Lordship, because they know his Lordship is responsible for them. 

He pays them and he looks after their cottages. He makes sure that the rain doesn’t come in. It’s 

almost impossible to realise, what a tremendously effective social structure it all was. With this great 

sense of responsibility being carried by those with privilege and benefit and protection for those 

at the bottom of the system. All of them expressed loyalty in different directions, because if one 

doesn’t express loyalty down, you can’t expect it to come up.”
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HUGH BONNEVILLE PLAYS ROBERT CRAWLEY

REPRISING THE ROLE OF ROBERT CRAWLEY

“The most exciting aspect of coming back to this world, quite simply, is being back with the same 

group of people with whom I spent six very happy seasons. As for Robert’s story, he is the ‘big 

daddy’ of the household. In the past we’ve seen him trying to shepherd his daughters into shape, 

deal with financial catastrophes (some of his own making!), deal with various intrigues both above 

and below stairs... but it’s safe to say that as we begin our movie, he’s in a fairly calm place for once.

“Not much has changed since we left the television show. We’ve nudged on in time, you can see 

that Robert’s grandchildren are that little bit older, but things are much as they were, the world 

hasn’t shifted on its axis and that’s fine for a conservative like Robert.

“I think back to season one of the television series and reading about the sinking of the Titanic in 

the newspaper – I had three daughters then. I possibly had a son-in-law coming over the horizon. 

Much has indeed changed in terms of the family’s narrative. Our characters are older and hopefully 

wiser but their human nature is still the same and that’s pretty much the message of the movie.”

THE ROYAL VISIT

“A family like the Crawleys want to make it appear as though this is just water off a duck’s back but 

in fact there’s an awful lot of paddling going on. While upstairs everything seems calm - where it’s all 

crystal glasses, finery and relaxed conversation - the real drama is below stairs. It’s the upheaval of 

the staff caused by the arrival of the Royal entourage that creates the dramatic tension. The phrase 

‘when two tribes go to war’ springs to mind. At the heart of the conflict is pride - the honour of 

Downton and the wider community is at stake. One of my favourite scenes in the movie sees a local 

tradesman positively bursting at the seams with the honour of servicing the Royal Visit.”

COMING HOME

“Bringing the world of Downton to the big screen seemed to be a no-brainer. I can remember, when 

we were in Washington DC publicising season six, Allen Leech (who plays Tom Branson) and I popped 

our heads in to the screening that was being shown to an audience of about 1,500 people. Normally, 

screenings are much smaller, so to hear 1,500 people really belly laughing together and moments later 

sharing a pin-drop silence was quite something. We both said, ‘Downton could work wonderfully in  

the cinema’.  
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 “We’ve been aware of what a huge impact the show has had on audiences around the world – 

particularly with families. We’ve had so many letters and messages saying; “It pulled us together to 

watch once a week”, or “we binge-watched the DVD together.” So we know there is an appetite for 

this film and I think it’ll provide a great deal of pleasure for what were little groups, families, to come 

together as one big family and watch it in the movie theatre.” 

APPEAL OF THE EARL OF GRANTHAM

“Lord Grantham may be the head of a substantial household and a fine aristocratic family but in 

essence he is just a dad who’s trying to keep his family together, trying to keep those who work 

around him on track and the estate ticking over. I think that’s probably why the show has resonated: 

audiences recognise the family dynamics, even though it’s in a heightened environment.”

BUZZ FOR THE MOVIE

“I’m very much aware of the buzz around the movie, fans of the show have been so loyal, so 

invested in the characters. It’s exciting to share this next chapter with our worldwide audience.”

THE LOOK OF THE MOVIE

“Ben Smithard, our Cinematographer, has raised the game in terms of the ‘look’ of the film, and our 

Costume Designer, Anna Robbins, has again worked her magic. The sheer beauty of the production 

and the detail of the work that you’re going to see on the big screen, as opposed to on either your 

TV or your laptop or dare I say your watch, is going to be wonderful. There’s a lush, truly cinematic 

feel to the movie that I’m sure will captivate and enchant our audience.”

THE COSTUMES  

“The men still have to wear razor blade collars whenever they get into white tie and tails. How they 

could think they’re going to have a nice, relaxed evening with what feels like a piece of steel down 

the front of their chest I don’t know but it’s been fun getting back into those fabrics and the suits. 

They look fabulous and I suppose are rather wonderful and they are beautifully, beautifully made.”
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LAURA CARMICHAEL PLAYS LADY EDITH

REPRISING THE ROLE OF LADY EDITH

“When the series ended we saw Edith married to Bertie. That was her big fairytale happy ending, 

so that’s where we’re picking up from really. She’s living in Brancaster with Bertie who’s now the 

Marquess of Hexham, which is super high up in the scale of lords and dukes and whatnots. They’re 

a very well-to-do couple now and having a really lovely time. 

“We do see through the film, the concerns that Edith has about her life, their responsibilities as 

a Marquess. When he’s asked to go away with the prince on a long tour it stirs up these feelings 

within Edith of what she wants her life to be like and the lack of control you have when you are 

responsible to your community. It’s an interesting time for them, for their relationship, and you see 

Edith feel a bit disgruntled and missing her old life at the newspaper.”

COMING HOME

“I think the thing that’s been most exciting about coming back to Downton is just the cast and crew 

getting back together. It feels like a big reunion and in many ways it’s like we’ve never left, but we’ve 

also had a bit of time to reflect and be apart from each other and so to come back feels like a real 

treat. While we were making the film it felt like we’d been having a bit of a party. We really do laugh 

a lot and returning to all these characters has been a joy to play and also a joy to watch. I’ve loved 

seeing them all again.”

DIFFERENCE BETWEEN TV AND FILM 

“I thought that I might feel nervous and the pressure of thinking about the big screen but actually, 

because it’s these characters that we know so well, I’m delighted that it felt like returning to a 

character and family I know and love. In terms of the technical side of things, the whole feel has gone 

up a notch and it looks amazing. They’ve really thrown everything at it and it feels very cinematic. 

“A part of the show was very much the style; very smooth camera work upstairs and the frantic 

side downstairs. That was always the style but to see how they’ve upped it for the cinema is really 

magical. The locations are stunning and the costumes are stunning, so to really have that energy of 

making it all perfect has been very exciting.”
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WHAT DOWNTON MEANS TO YOU

“Something that I’m really proud of about the show is that it’s something that you’ll sit down to 

watch with your mum and your grandma or your kids. It’s for all the family and so when I meet 

families that come up to you as a group, that’s really special. It’s not specific to age or gender, but 

people sit down together and watch it and I love that.”
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JIM CARTER PLAYS MR. CARSON

REPRISING THE ROLE OF MR. CARSON

“At the end of the television series, Carson had retired. He’d had a problem with a shaking hand, 

called, I think, medically correctly, essential tremor! He’d gone into retirement as we start the film. 

He works in the garden to fill his time, so when the call comes to go back up to the house, he’s 

more than delighted. Lady Mary, his favourite Crawley daughter, asks him to come back and help 

out because the Royals are coming to visit and the house is in a state of chaos. So, Carson comes 

riding to the rescue.”

WHY THE AUDIENCE LOVE DOWNTON ABBEY

“The reason Downton resonates with so many people is a question that we’ve been asked since 

it began. There are a million different answers. It’s about romance, it’s about people falling in love, 

wishing people would fall in love. It’s not a real view of the past, it’s a romanticised view of heritage 

England with beautiful castles and beautiful dresses, presented immaculately. It isn’t cynical, it 

doesn’t contain men with guns, it’s not lots of flashing images and cars and special effects. It’s just 

simple stories about people trying to get on and I think that’s what people like about it.”

RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN CHARACTERS

“One of the things that people liked about Downton Abbey was that they saw the upstairs and 

downstairs very much working as a team in harmony. The servants were there to create a perfect 

life for the people upstairs, and the people upstairs, certainly in the TV series, are extremely 

appreciative of that, they like their servants. In the film there’s a lot less interaction between upstairs 

and downstairs.”

DIFFERENCE BETWEEN TV AND FILM

“The key difference between making the film and making the television series is that the film only 

took 9 weeks to film while the television series took six months. We had a lot more locations work 

overall though the below stairs cast worked mainly at Highclere Castle and Shepperton Studios.”
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RAQUEL CASSIDY PLAYS MISS BAXTER

REPRISING THE ROLE OF MISS BAXTER

“When the television series came to an end Baxter was very much a member of the below stairs 

family and had more than a twinkle in her eye for Mr. Molesley. We find her pretty much in the same 

place but they are sloth like romantics.”

THE ROYAL VISIT

“The film opens on what is supposed to be an ordinary day, when a letter is delivered to the house.  

Andy the footman can see it’s from the King and Queen from the Royal seal and takes it immediately 

to Mr Barrow, who takes it upstairs to Lord Grantham straight away. Then all hell breaks loose 

because the King and Queen are coming to stay at Downton. The story revolves around everything 

that happens in the lead up and during their visit.” 

COMING HOME

“It was incredibly moving to hear the script being read by everyone at the read-through because 

we all really cared about the show. Everybody came back with a real desire to do it, and it was a lot  

of fun.” 

DIFFERENCES BETWEEN TV AND FILM

“It’s much shorter to shoot a film than a television series and that’s the main difference between the 

two but apart from that the rest is really similar. There are more locations but we don’t all go to those 

and the sets are fairly similar though slightly bigger to allow for more camera angles.”

COSTUMES

“I don’t love Baxter’s clothes but the film costumes I wore were incredibly comfortable, and being 

a seamstress, I know that Anna designed it with that detail in mind – Baxter would take pride in her 

skill and would likely have embellished her own black dresses. I do look at the dresses the upstairs 

women wear and yes, I would prefer to be wearing those.“
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AUDIENCE EXPECTATIONS

If the audience loves the world of Downton, then this will be like a cream tea at the Savoy. It’s going 

to be delicious. Everything you want, two hours of Downton on the big screen. 
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BRENDAN COYLE PLAYS MR BATES

REPRISING THE ROLE OF MR BATES 

“At the end of series six, we left Bates having had a son with Anna and they were very happy after 

their fairly turbulent journey through the six seasons. We pick them up now in a state of relative 

domestic bliss, they have a beautiful son and they’re in a very good place.”

THE IDEA OF MAKING A FILM 

“The idea of doing the film was first mooted around about mid-to-the-end of the series. I think once 

people realised that it was a global phenomenon, it becomes inevitable that talk of a film comes 

around. It then became more a question of how and when and now, here we are!”

THE ROYAL VISIT

“Central to the narrative is a Royal visit from the King and Queen of England to Downton Abbey. 

They bring with them their own staff including the Royal chef, the Royal valets, the Royal everything 

and there is a great clash between the very well-oiled machine that is Downton Abbey and this royal 

carnival that comes to town. There’s great contention between these energies and things go wrong 

and things go right. There is a bit of scheming that goes on downstairs, and Bates is very subtly 

involved in the shenanigans that the Downton staff deploy to confound the royal household. At 

every level, the hierarchical structure above stairs is replicated by their staff below stairs and we’re 

not having that!” 

TWO WORLDS SHIFTING CLOSER

“There’s still a huge gulf in class, but the modern world is changing. Socialism is in the air and the 

middle classes are rising. 

Since the first season began, we’ve had the introduction of the telephone, the motorcar, we’ve had 

a world war, so we have seen these huge shifts but the structure is still there. We’re not seeing the 

end of the aristocracy just yet so everything’s still pretty solid.” 

COMING HOME

“It was extraordinary to go back to Downton and I’m lucky to have been able to do it because 
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there was a time when it didn’t look like I could because of other commitments, but it worked 

out thankfully. There was a real sense of coming home because these people that I work with 

downstairs, these actors, these characters, are so very familiar and very comforting to me. To go 

back and work with all those people again has been a real treat.

“We’ve known each other for many years now and we’re extremely close; they’re very funny people 

and terrific actors. We also had these fantastic actors come in and hit the ground running, taking 

the story to a different place.”

SCALE OF THE MOVIE

“It feels like everything just got a little bit bigger and grander and there was more time being spent 

in every department. We had conversations with Donal Woods, Anna Robbins and several other 

production creatives and they talked about the creative vision of realising this on the big screen and 

how everything just notched up a gear.

“Downton Abbey, the television series, always had a sort of cinematic scope and I think that was 

part of what contributed greatly to its success. I think the house was always a character in itself 

along with the creative vision and the attention to detail. One of the key differences between the 

series and film is that you naturally take much more time over each scene in a film. Where we would 

shoot five or six pages a day on the television series we shot two or three pages a day on the movie. 

The demands of television mean you work much quicker.” 

GLOBAL SUCCESS OF DOWNTON

“I’ve told this story before but I will tell it again. I was in Marrakesh and it was after the first season 

and people of all different nationalities were approaching me. Twitter was just starting up and I 

was getting tweets from people in some outpost in Alaska and from New Zealand and I thought, 

‘jeez, this is quite something’. On either side of the globe, you’re getting these people connecting 

with you and connecting with the show. It was different from being in something when your family 

have seen it and you walk down the street and maybe a few people have seen it. That’s what we 

thought it was going to be, a solid Sunday night TV show. It had a great script, Maggie Smith, all 

that, but there was just these little incidents where it started to pop in a global way and then it just  

went bananas.”
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FAN EXPECTATIONS

“I think fans can expect a sense of familiarity in terms of what they love about the show, a sense 

of nostalgia, the characters that they became connected to and have affection for. They’re all there 

but it’s just on a bigger, grander scale. It’s also the level of skill in terms of our crew and cast and 

our heads of department that is extraordinary, I think it’ll be very special and I can’t wait to see it.”
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MICHELLE DOCKERY PLAYS LADY MARY

REPRISING THE ROLE OF LADY MARY

“I play Lady Mary Talbot. At the end of the last series, after going through quite a difficult time and 

being quite unhappy and angry at the world, Mary finally found happiness with Henry Talbot. We 

left her in a very good place, moving on with her life and very much embracing her position within 

the house in partnership with Tom as Estate Manager. She’s sort of in a place where she’s very 

unsure of where everything is going with Downton. Of course the news that the King and Queen 

are coming to visit throws everything into turmoil so she’s quite stressed with all of the organising 

and really takes it upon herself to take charge. It’s quite funny seeing that dynamic going on with 

the above and below stairs. They’re still trying to keep the swan-like grace upstairs while the feet 

are paddling away underneath. She’s really involved below stairs in the film, which is really nice, so 

there’s a lot of her and Anna trying to organise everything. She’s very hands-on, which is always 

really interesting for me because Mary when we were first introduced to her in the first season was 

this almost reluctant young girl who didn’t really want all of this and was quite rebellious and it’s so 

interesting to see her fifteen years on, in the film, that she’s really at the helm and embracing this 

position that she’s born into. As we know, Mary is fiercely independent and I think the audience 

likes seeing her doing things for herself and she’s never really relied on a man to fix things for her. It 

makes her very modern for this period.”

COMING HOME

“The most amazing thing was being with everyone and coming back together again as this big family 

that we’ve become and it didn’t really feel like work for me. It’s so good to come into something 

where you don’t have the same preparation as you would for a new job. You’re going into something 

usually that’s brand new- new cast, new crew, and you have all of nerves beforehand, and it’s quite 

rare to be going into something where you feel so at ease and especially with the character that 

you’ve played for six years. It’s like you can do it standing on your head. So it was a lot of fun and 

really lovely for us to reminisce about the show. We are three years on now so it gave us a good 

amount of breathing space in between wrapping on the series and starting the film. I feel like the 

timing was perfect and we’ve enjoyed every minute.”
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NEW CHARACTERS

“For the Crawley family and the household staff, the royal visit is a huge deal. They themselves live 

in this beautiful home, which for many would feel it’s like a royal household. There’s this brilliant line 

from Princess Mary, played by Kate Phillips, where she says, “Just don’t paint anything. They’re 

sick of the smell of the paint,” and that is what people would do if a member of the Royal family 

were to visit. They would redecorate their homes and it was so important that every detail would be 

perfect. Mary really feels that pressure. I love that she notices in Barrow straight away that he is like 

a rabbit in the headlights and can’t quite handle this huge thing that’s about to happen and so she, 

of course, goes to her beloved Carson and asks him to come back for the visit, and I think that’s 

such a lovely moment in the film.”

COSTUMES

“My first costume fitting for the film was quite emotional. I didn’t expect to feel the way that I did. It’s 

literally like stepping back into her shoes. The costumes are just incredible on the film. I never thought 

that Anna – our amazingly talented costume designer – could surpass herself, because the last season’s 

costumes were extraordinary but she’s just cranked it up another notch for the film and everybody  

looks incredible. 

“We’re in 1927 so Anna (Robbins) has brought a hint of the thirties into the costumes. The dresses 

for the women are longer, so it’s more floor length gowns for the ball, which for ages we’ve been 

seeing shorter dresses in the twenties. There’s a lot of jewellery, which has been fun. At one point I 

think I was wearing four necklaces, which seemed extravagant but it’s a film so why not?”

DIFFERENCES BETWEEN TV AND FILM

“What has certainly felt different is having more time to really get it right. On the television series we 

would shoot up to five scenes a day, so it was a real luxury to be able to do extra takes. It certainly 

feels on a much bigger, grander scale. Cinematically I think it’s going to look really beautiful and Ben 

Smithard, our director of photography, is so talented. “
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KEVIN DOYLE PLAYS MR MOLESLEY

REPRISING THE ROLE OF MR MOLESLEY

“Not much time has lapsed since the TV series finished. Life hasn’t changed much for anyone but 

Molesley is enjoying his career as a teacher. He’s not part of the household anymore. He’s very 

happily ensconced at the local school and that’s a nod back to the beginning of the first series when 

he wasn’t yet part of the household.  He’s very happy with his lot now.

“Mr Molesley has become a much more rounded character over the years and we’ve all gotten 

to know a lot more about him. He definitely adds more of a comedic element to the show than 

he used to. He used to be quite a serious man and I’ve enjoyed seeing the different aspects of 

him evolve over the years. What I’ve always liked about him was that he always had a sense of 

somebody who knows that life’s opportunities have passed him by. He’s of an age where he’s not 

expecting anything new to happen in his life and I imagine the horizon is fairly predictable. To see 

the possibility of new things happening to him and of new options opening up for him in the last few 

years of the show was lovely to play. 

“I can see that there must have been generations of people who were naturally gifted, but weren’t 

able to use it because of their place in the world at that time. At the end of the TV series we 

saw people awakening to the idea of new possibilities and various characters trying their hand at  

other things.”

THE ROYAL VISIT

“Molesley is very excited to learn from Mr. Bakewell, the local grocer, that a Royal visit could be 

on the cards. I hadn’t realised that Mr. Molesley is a fanatical royalist and the idea of seeing the 

King and Queen in person fills him with such joy that he almost begs to be brought back onto the 

staff for a one-off contribution to the house. You’ve got to remember that in 1927, very few people 

would’ve clapped eyes on the King and Queen. Only those who lived in London and even then only 

if you happened to be out and about when they were. There was no television then and you might 

only have heard their voices on the radio, so the idea of seeing them in person must have been 

intoxicating for a royalist. That’s hopefully what I bring to the beginning of the film, the idea that it’s 

such a thrilling notion.
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“Molesley gets so excited at the idea of being able to wait upon his King and Queen that when the 

Royal household threatens to move in and take over all of Downton’s duties he sees the chance 

slipping away from him and so he throws himself wholeheartedly into the rebellious plan being 

hatched by the Downton servants. He gets a little bit carried away in his enthusiasm for his beloved 

Royals. There are two key moments for Molesley that for me as an actor were slightly scary because 

although they were not big moments they were crucial to the story. I knew I had to get them right. 

It was terrifying having to do that in front of the great and good of British theatre and TV who were 

all in the room. So, that was quite hard.”

COMING HOME

“The great thing about coming back together is about the people we spent so much time with for so 

long and not just the cast, a lot of the crew returned as well. It’s always been about the people really. 

When you’re together for as long as we’ve been together, you become quite close and you bond 

over that period of time. It was lovely seeing everybody at the readthrough and on set although 

seeing all the below stairs cast in their uniforms again was strange.”

GLOBAL PHENOMENON

“I don’t think anybody expected the scale of the reaction to the TV show. We all knew it would be 

good because we’d read the scripts and knew who was in it. You know you are onto a winner when 

you have the likes of Maggie Smith, Penelope Wilton, Jim Carter and Hugh Bonneville on the cast 

list but, there was never any sense throughout the filming of the first series that it was going to be 

anything other than a really rock solid British TV period drama. It was only when we started to film 

the second series that we started to feel the echoes of something from over the water in the US that 

we thought, ‘Oh, so other countries are taking interest now’, which was lovely. Then it all went a bit 

mad from there on and we were invited all over the world. I mean we British actors were not used to 

that level of acclaim. I can’t think of many British dramas that have been this successful.

“I remember very specifically, we went to the Screen Actors Guild Awards one year in Los Angeles and 

I got very excited when I saw the cast of ‘Breaking Bad’. Then I was confused and bewildered to see 

that some of them were quite excited to see us too and people kept coming up and congratulating 

us. It was really heart-warming.” 
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WHY DOWNTON RESONATES

“I think it’s a mixture of the fascination with that period in time and those locked in tracks that 

people have to walk along. The obligations that somebody like Lady Edith, for instance, who was 

expected to live a very particular kind of life, and what was wonderful was seeing her breaking out 

of that and going off and having a career, which was almost unheard of. I think it’s the fascination 

with those wonderfully drawn characters that were evident on the page from day one.”
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MICHAEL FOX PLAYS ANDY

REPRISING THE ROLE OF ANDY

“I play Andy, a footman who joined the household when the family went to London for a week. 

Fortunately they asked Andy to come back to Downton, which meant that I could work again on 

the show. Andy fell in love with Daisy, and when we join them further on in their relationship they’re 

talking about a wedding. In the film we see Andy frustrated and keen to get on with the wedding 

plans but Daisy’s a little lukewarm about it.

“Andy’s quite a respectful, quiet character, but he gets quite jealous when a new good-looking 

plumber comes to fix the boiler and Daisy’s eyes slightly sway across. His jealous, angry side 

comes out which has been quite exciting to play.”

COMING HOME

“The movie was huge for me because I joined at the end of the fifth season and I only had the 

Christmas special and the sixth season under my belt. I was just kind of feeling like I was getting my 

feet under the table when it ended. So I had a very different feeling to the rest of cast who maybe 

wanted to take a step back from it and then come back to it afresh.

“When there was talk about the film coming it was really exciting and I approached it in a different 

way, just kind of appreciating it. We were filming for such a small period of time and even the time 

we spent at Highclere seemed so brief, I wanted to feel every scene, every moment, and cherish it 

a bit more this time around. It was really great.”

THE ROYAL VISIT

“There are lots of different plot lines with the King and Queen coming to the house. The story 

revolves around their visit but it means different things to different characters. We had an amazing 

day with around 85 horses and riders in a huge parade with cannons and carriages and that took 

the best part of a day to shoot. I’m looking forward to seeing that on screen. It’s going to be amazing 

and will really demonstrate the difference between a TV show and a film. For Andy serving the King 

and Queen is the highest accolade he could possibly have as a footman.”
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DIFFERENCES BETWEEN TV AND FILM

“Inevitably with any film the shots are more considered and there’s more depth in them and that’s 

because you have more time to spend on each scene. Michael [Engler], Ben Smithard and the 

camera team worked to get a lot of the scenes in one fluid motion because then you get more a 

sense of the world. It feels voyeuristic in a way. It’s always the way with television that you have to 

work at a greater speed in order to turn it around for broadcasters. The film gives the audience a bit 

more space with the world, a bit more space to get into and feel the atmosphere and live it more.”

WHAT DOES THE SUCCESS OF DOWNTON MEAN TO YOU

“It seemed that one week we were making an ITV Sunday night drama, the next minute you’re 

making some massive internationally loved juggernaut. When Downton Abbey started on PBS in 

the States it felt like a really significant moment, and how well liked it seemed to be in the States 

so quickly. I don’t think anyone expected American audiences to respond in the way they did. You 

could not have predicted that. I can’t imagine what that must have been like for the guys in the 

cast that suddenly went from a UK TV drama to global phenomenon. It’s pretty incredible to be part  

of that.”
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JOANNE FROGGATT PLAYS ANNA BATES

REPRISING THE ROLE OF ANNA BATES

“Anna and Bates are in a really good place, Anna’s very happy.  They’ve got past their traumas, of 

which there were many during the series, which made for great drama for me to play as an actress. 

They’ve got their cottage, their little boy, Johnnie who is thriving and they’re very happy in work, in 

life, in love. Anna has really come into her own. It feels like she’s in control of her life and is taking 

charge of all the situations that come up within Downton and within the house. She’s a brilliant 

support to Lady Mary, as always, and their friendship has grown deeper. Anna is almost mirroring 

downstairs, what Mary is doing upstairs. Mary has taken on the role of protector of Downton and 

the person that’s going to move it forward and Anna is her sidekick in that. Anna is her ally in a way. 

“Anna is relatable to people because she’s a good person. She’s kind, and strong-minded and has 

a strong set of morals. The love story with her and Mr. Bates really connected with people. That 

slow burn love story against all the odds, where everything was thrown at them and they overcame 

it all. I love that people connected with her in the way they did. It was lovely for me to go back to 

her for the movie.”

COMING HOME

“It’s fantastic that it is going to be on the big screen but as soon as I put Anna’s costume back on, 

her little shoes, I felt like I was back. It was just normal and didn’t feel different to the series at all. 

You just fall into the same characters really easily. The first day was very surreal and exciting. Laura, 

Michelle, and I were doing scenes together in Lady Mary’s bedroom, and we were like three giddy 

schoolgirls. We just couldn’t believe that we were back. It was so surreal and weird. We have all had 

the most fun doing it. I just hope we do the audience proud and people enjoy it.”

“It was so lovely to have been a part of something that’s been so popular and that people have 

got so much joy from. The fact that there’s been so much goodwill for us to make the movie and 

everyone’s been asking us about it for years was so gratifying. There’s already been so much 

excitement and the reaction when we announced that we were starting filming was just so positive 

and so lovely. That really has been the nicest thing.”
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WHAT DOES THE SUCCESS OF DOWNTON MEAN TO YOU

“I’d been working as an actress for about twelve years before we started the first series and Downton 

certainly changed my life. In hindsight it’s easier to see that now than when it’s actually happening. 

It changed all of our lives. Starting the movie and looking back to the very beginning, I just can’t 

believe it was nine years ago because in some ways it feels like yesterday. In other ways you feel 

like a slightly different person that started filming that at the age of 29, to the person I am now. It is 

wonderful to be able to look back and have the opportunity to be nostalgic about a job – because in 

my industry it doesn’t usually happen. You shoot something and move on to the next thing and you 

move on again. To be able to revisit this, personally and professionally, is a real treat.”
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MATTHEW GOODE PLAYS HENRY TALBOT

REPRISING THE ROLE OF HENRY TALBOT

“When we see Henry in the film he has just come back from working in America to be present at the 

Royal ball. I think he is quite a modern character who doesn’t come from the aristocracy but from a 

pretty good family. Certainly in ten or fifteen years, I think he will have relaxed the code of how they 

live a little bit. He’s quite a kind person who loves his wife and kids, and we get the sense that he 

wants to spend more time with the children, which is not necessarily something that men did back 

then. It was quite a modern thing to look after your own children rather than bumping them off to 

the nanny. 

“He’s also a racing driver, which is a pretty modern career/hobby. I don’t know if we can all relate 

to being a racing driver but we’ve certainly all had that moment where you put your foot down and 

think ‘I quite like this modern technology’.”

COMING HOME

“It was so nice to see everybody again and it was just a joy to come back. It’s always feverish when 

all the cast come together; there’s an awful lot of laughing. I came into the show very late so I feel 

like I’ve always been a bit of an imposter but luckily I knew a couple of people which always helps.”

COSTUME

“This is the first time in my career that I’ve had to wear stockings and, do you know something, it’s 

alright. My girls go to school and they have to wear those most of the time so, yeah, it’s fine. It’s 

not the most comfortable but it’s okay. No complaints. I wore some beautiful three-piece suits and 

because I’m in a car I wore a lot of dust jackets.

WHAT THE SUCCESS OF DOWNTON MEANS TO YOU

“It’s the culmination of hundreds of people’s hard tireless work over the years and that’s really 

great. You could call the cast the ‘upstairs’ and then the crew the ‘downstairs’ because the crew do 

so much and no one really knows about them, they’re hidden away. I think it sort of puts a cherry 

on the cake for what has been the most successful TV drama in recent times. I hope the fans all  

enjoy it.”
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HARRY HADDEN-PATON PLAYS BERTIE HEXHAM 

REPRISING THE ROLE OF BERTIE HEXHAM

“Bertie is quite soft, and quite an emotional man. He’s different to the other men of that time. I think 

he is great for Edith. Julian put it that there are losers in life, who no matter what they do, are always 

down, and never get a break. I think both Bertie and Edith qualified in that category until they found 

each other. I think he had quite a tough time and had reached a stage where he’s just looking for a 

partner and love and honesty. 

“Honesty is what drives him, so when he found out about the secret of Marigold that was the big 

conflict for him and he was really torn. Ultimately, he’s level headed, and loves her. It’s a very open, 

honest love, and there’s not much more to him than that. Bertie is now living this life as the Lord 

Lieutenant of Northumberland. He’s looking after staff and an estate with God knows how many 

people living and working so he’s providing for a large chunk of England’s livelihood.”

COMING HOME

“It’s quite surreal in a way because nothing’s changed. What’s great about joining a show that 

you’ve done before is that, logistically I imagine it’s a nightmare, but other than that, you’re not really 

negotiating character, you know what it is, you’ve done it before, you know what the relationships 

are, and you just walk into it. That was what was great about making the film. It’s a lovely reunion 

to see everyone. It’s very rare that you get everyone in the same room again after a successful  

show wraps.”

DIFFERENCE BETWEEN TV AND FILM

“We’re seeing the characters in a situation we haven’t seen them in before, and the stakes are 

higher than previously because you have the King and Queen visiting, and they don’t get any higher 

than that. I guess when you’re making a film, you need to create huge set pieces and use the size 

of the screen to your advantage. On our big parade day I read the call sheet and it had all the cast 

plus twenty footmen, two hundred and fifty extras and then eighty horses. They could probably 

have CGI’d that but I think it makes a huge difference on the big screen, to have that size and that 

scale in vision.”
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ROBERT JAMES-COLLIER PLAYS THOMAS BARROW

REPRISING THE ROLE OF THOMAS BARROW

“Barrow is now the butler at Downton Abbey. He started off as a valet, and he’s gone all the way up to 

butler. He’s always been seen as the bad boy of Downton Abbey but I think he’s just misunderstood.

“When we return in the film, the Royal family are coming to visit, and for Thomas, this is his big 

moment. He’s worked his way up to the position of butler, to get to this big moment; this is the 

pinnacle of his career and he can show off in front of the Royal family. Then out of nowhere, Lady 

Mary usurps him and starts to doubt whether he’s got the ability to be a butler to the Royal family, 

pulling the rug from under his feet. The film contains all these little separate vignettes, where he 

goes off on his own journey. I do think because of his sexuality Thomas’ story takes him on these 

different trajectories and it’s important to have this angle because it was illegal to be gay back then 

and we don’t often see that side of society in 1920s Britain.”

COMING HOME

“We were a good solid family unit, particularly the downstairs crew. We always had such a great 

laugh and to meet up with everyone again was just fantastic. It’s like that old friend you went to 

university with and you don’t speak to for three years, then you pick up the phone, and it’s not 

stilted, it’s not awkward, everything’s just exactly how you left it, which in our case was just manic, 

and really loud. It was great, for me, just to see the cast again, it was like a school reunion.”

DIFFERENCES BETWEEN TV AND FILM

“The main difference between TV and film is that you have way more time to shoot the scenes which 

means the crew have more time to show you what they’re capable of. Sometimes in TV, it can be 

rushed and you get these brilliantly talented people who haven’t got the time to show you how good 

they can be, and I think on the film, we’ve got that. We can let each department shine and have a 

bit more of a moment, which is great. It’s just generally a little bit more relaxed. Not like it was ever 

not relaxed but we had a lot more time in the schedule to really make this as good as it could be.”
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WHY DOWNTON RESONATES WITH AUDIENCES

“I’ve toured with Downton to South Africa, Japan, Australia and America, and a movie just seemed 

a natural step, because Downton Abbey represents a stable, safe way of life, as it was back then. 

I think that’s what people sort of were tuning into with the show. It’s a form of escapism with these 

grand houses with their huge, grand ballroom scenes and these fantastic costumes. People just 

want to take a nostalgic step back in time. 

“To give the fans a movie which is much more lavish and extravagant than they’ve come to expect, 

will I hope make our audience happy. We’re just giving them what they want and what they like. 

We’re not doing anything particularly new, but I don’t think you have to. If the show hadn’t been 

picked up in the States, would it have become the global phenomenon it is? I don’t know that  

it would.”
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ALLEN LEECH PLAYS TOM BRANSON

REPRISING THE ROLE OF TOM BRANSON

“When the show ended, Tom Branson had very much made his decision to be part of the family, 

and when the movie picks up, that’s exactly where you find him. He’s doing his job within the 

estate, and he has his car garage with Henry Talbot. Through the story there are moments where 

Tom Branson shows his loyalty, certainly to the family more than anyone else. Tom has always had 

that streak within him of the Irish rebel, the republican, and in the movie, he has an opportunity to 

save someone’s life. At the time, everyone questions his motives but you will have to wait and see 

how that turns out.  It was due to Sybil that he suddenly found himself in this landscape and in this 

world. He’s always been someone who’s been slightly baffled by the aristocracy and their ways.”

COMING HOME

“The most exciting thing about coming back to Downton to film the movie was getting to be back 

around these incredible people, these actors and our crew with a story that we felt bookended this 

incredible journey we’ve all been on. I couldn’t really pick one singular thing that made it special to 

be back, but I think the most exciting thing was coming back and having the opportunity to have 

one more go at it with everyone.”

DIFFERENCES BETWEEN TV AND FILM

“I think there’s a great sense of responsibility that we all felt, and it started with the script. I suppose 

there was always a slight concern that you’re taking a much loved programme from the small 

screen that’s in people’s homes, to suddenly asking that same audience, who have been so loyal 

and loving towards the show, to go to the cinemas. The story has to be big enough, and when we 

got the script that was the first thing I think we all felt. There was enough of an epic storyline to 

bring people into the cinemas, but also they still got satisfaction from the twenty characters that 

they love.“

COSTUMES

“It’s always lovely when you get into a costume that you’ve worn before. There’s a sense of comfort, 

especially something that you’ve done for so long, I’ve never worked on any show for as long as 

I did Downton. And there is a sense of coming home into a costume, into a time period, and to a 
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character that you know and love so much, and feel so akin to.”

WHAT DOES THE SUCCESS OF DOWNTON MEAN TO YOU

“I’m always amazed at how people who stop me in the street or anywhere around the world come 

up and go, ‘We love that show, we wish we could have more.’ So when it finally got announced, I 

was absolutely bowled over by the excitement that the audience had when they found out we’re 

going to come back. That’s always very heart-warming, and it’s something that over the years, really 

resonated, the fact that this still holds such a special place in people’s hearts. It’s really lovely to be 

able to bring this back.

“I think it’s just been such a surprise for all of us, how well it did. Not because we didn’t feel we were 

making a good show, but just how it’s resonated, not only in the UK or even in Europe, but also 

in the States, and all around the world. It’s a show that people seem to be able to engage with no 

matter where they’re from, or what their background is. That’s really been surprising to me. I never 

thought, a British period drama, would be so welcomed and enjoyed all around the world. 
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PHYLLIS LOGAN PLAYS MRS HUGHES

REPRISING THE ROLE OF MRS HUGHES

“When we begin the film things are nice and gentle with herself and Carson, who as we know has 

taken retirement. She’s being the supportive wife and he’s turned into a happy gardener, growing 

his own vegetables and tending to his flowers. When Lord Grantham receives the letter to advise of 

the imminent arrival of the King and Queen, that sets the cat amongst the pigeons. Everybody’s in a 

tailspin about it including Mrs Hughes to an extent, and she’s not one to get into a tailspin normally 

so there is a lot of pressure on her.”

COMING HOME

“It was so exciting getting all the gang back together again. It was such fun. I mean, it’s only been 

three years, but we’ve all done so much in that time which makes it seem longer actually. To be 

reunited and having lovely meals together at the hotel whenever we could, catching up on life and 

what we’ve been doing was great. It really is a family.”

FONDEST MEMORY

“I try to look back and reflect upon the previous series’, because we started it in 2010, but one’s 

memory is not as good as it used to be! I’ve got lots of lovely, happy memories. I loved the end 

of season six when we were all singing ‘Auld Lang Syne’ which, being Scottish was very moving  

for me.

“I used to love all the set pieces that we’d do, like at the end of season one when the war was 

announced, and we had a big summer fair going on in front of the house, with lots of lovely developing 

shots where one person would be carrying a tray and then another little conversation would happen 

over there. It was such a glorious day, being with the whole cast. We also have some huge set 

pieces in the film also, where we’re all together again. I loved those days, they are magnificent.”

DIFFERENCES BETWEEN TV AND FILM

“The key difference was the length of time we spent shooting scenes in the film which were a lot 

lengthier than in the series and you could have time to really spend getting it right. The other thing 

that was different is that when the sets were reassembled the kitchen, hall and servants dining area 
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were all a little bigger to allow for the cameras to move around each character and to allow for more 

complicated camera angles and shots.”

WHY DOWNTON WAS SUCH A SUCCESS

“It’s so difficult to know why Downton was a success. It’s a question we’ve been asked many times 

before and if any of us could put a finger on it, we’d all be millionaires. It’s the coming together of 

all sorts of elements from the characters, the wit and humour along with the pathos and pain to 

the beauty of the house and a nod back to nostalgic times. Add to that the emotion and real heart 

of it. To use an analogy, you have all these wonderful ingredients to make the perfect cake and 

the masterchef, Julian Fellowes, mixed it up, put it in the oven, and here it is, the most beautiful  

Victoria sponge!”
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ELIZABETH MCGOVERN PLAYS CORA CRAWLEY

DIFFERENCES BETWEEN TV AND FILM

“It feels as though the ambition of the movie is to take a nostalgic look at all these characters that 

the fans have grown to love over the years, and to give them what we think they’ll enjoy. I think that’s 

basically what we’re trying to do in the movie.”

“We had a lot more time in the day to shoot scenes so that was a luxury. There was more time to 

light the scenes resulting in beautiful shots.”

COMING HOME

“The most singular thing about coming back to make the film is that it was so easy to slide right 

back into our relationships with an element of more fun and enjoyment. There was a feeling that 

we were all enjoying the opportunity to get together again and talk about the memories and replay 

the same roles that we played for so long over the years. I still get a thrill driving up the driveway to 

Highclere and experience once again that view and the way the house is situated. It’s this canvas 

of ever-changing colours, because as the seasons progress, you just never look at the same vista 

twice; it never ceases to amaze me.”

NEW CHARACTERS

“Downton Abbey was always the type of show that brought in new characters with every new 

storyline and series. That naturally brings in fresh blood, which in our case was a lot of fun.  Much 

to my excitement we had some fantastic actors join us for the movie like Imelda Staunton, David 

Haig and Geraldine James and that’s been so much fun.”

HAIR AND COSTUMES

“Cora is not quite as of-the-moment as her daughters. She doesn’t have the bob hair cut that they 

have and the one that’s the most advanced, is possibly Edith. She really adopted a modern way 

of looking and is almost in the 1930s, in terms of her hairstyle. Mary looks quite edgy and forward 

thinking and Cora’s somewhere in the middle.  She’s still got a kind of classic upsweep in the hair 

and hasn’t cut her hair short but her first line is “…if I know anything about royal visits we’ll never 

stop changing our clothes,” and she does not let her audience down. She’s always in a different 
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dress. Anna Robbins, the costume designer, just never let me down. Every single dress just seemed 

to be better than the last one. They were all amazing.”

WHAT DOES THE SUCCESS OF DOWNTON MEAN TO YOU

“The thing I’ve enjoyed the most about the success of the series is that it gave me the opportunity 

to be able to instigate projects for myself that I wouldn’t have had before. One of which was a 

book I found that I developed with Julian Fellowes as the screenwriter and we actually got the film 

financed and made. 
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SOPHIE MCSHERA PLAYS DAISY 

REPRISING THE PART OF DAISY

“We find Daisy in the film exactly where we’d expect to find her; in the kitchen with Mrs Patmore. 

She lives on the farm and is together with Andy (the footman) whom she is engaged to. In the film, 

Daisy is on almost the same journey as she always has been since the first season. She’s making 

discoveries about how she feels about the world, and how she feels about the house and the 

people in it, which she kind of seems to be always doing, and I love that about her.”

COMING HOME

“I think the most exciting thing about coming back to Downton is just reuniting with everyone. 

It sounds so obvious and I imagine everyone will say this, but it’s been like a school reunion or 

something. It’s been so much fun.”

THE ROYAL VISIT

“I imagine a Royal visit puts a lot of pressure on upstairs as well as downstairs. From the downstairs 

point of view, it seems like a lot because they’ve got all the work to do. For Daisy, she is a bit baffled 

as to why everyone is so excited but, she’s probably secretly quite excited too. In terms of the 

kitchen, it’s a lot of work, having such fantastic guests.”

DIFFERENCE BETWEEN TV AND FILM

“I think for us bringing Downton to the big screen feels so exciting because it just makes everything 

bigger. We’ve worked on these beautiful sets for years, and it just feels like we’re getting all that and 

more with the film. We’ve visited some really gorgeous locations and the costumes are amazing. 

“It just feels bigger. With making the film it feels slightly different in that we have a bit more time to 

get our scenes right which as an actor is rewarding. On the televison show we’d shoot many more 

pages in a day than we did on the film which for us actors really takes the pressure off and allows 

us to concentrate on the work.”
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WHAT THE SUCCESS OF DOWNTON MEANS TO YOU

“We are so grateful to PBS for what it’s given Downton because we just couldn’t believe that people 

were watching it in America and that our fans there were just so obsessed with the show. Our 

American fans would have Downton parties and whenever we went to America, people would travel 

from all over the country to meet us. It was so exciting for us.”
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LESLEY NICOL PLAYS MRS PATMORE

REPRISING THE ROLE OF MRS PATMORE

“At the end of the TV series Mrs Patmore had her B&B business on the side and there was a little 

chemistry between her and Mr Mason. In the film, she becomes part of the group below stairs 

rebellion to thwart a threat that comes their way via the Royal visit. 

“Julian gave everybody a journey and what’s become very obvious in the film is her relationship with 

Daisy, which has come a very long way. In the film it’s almost like a mother-daughter relationship 

where Mrs Patmore has aged and Daisy has become stronger and is more protective of Mrs Patmore. 

It’s a complete reversal and it’s very realistic because that is what happens; it’s kind of sweet really.”

COMING HOME

“People have been asking us for the last three years, on a regular basis if there was going to be 

a movie. What is funny is I didn’t have to button my lip at all because I didn’t know. We found 

ourselves saying, ‘Honestly, actors are the last to know,’ because we are. There’s a lot that has 

to happen before we get our hands on it, so there wasn’t a secret to be kept until at the very last 

minute when we knew it had been green-lit.

 “It was very special to come back. It really is a very special experience for everybody. At the 

beginning of a show you have no idea what you’re getting into and we certainly didn’t think it was 

going to be six years. I think we thought, one, maybe two if we’re lucky. It was my very good fortune 

to have Sophie McShera, to play with. The minute I met her, we got on. So, that makes coming 

to work great. I adore her and we have such a laugh and I respect her hugely as an actress. If the 

people around you are nice and good at their job you’re more than halfway there. If they’re not that, 

that can ruin everything. So, we’ve always had that and to come back and be in that environment 

again, with that energy and positivity, it’s just lovely.

“Seeing everybody has been absolutely lovely and the weird thing is, it does feel like yesterday that 

we were last together. Getting back into the character was easy and I think everybody felt the same. 

It’s part of our DNA now really. So, it’s just lovely, it’s like putting on something very comfortable.”

THE ROYAL VISIT

“The King and Queen come to visit Downton, which is a big deal and everyone’s really excited. 
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Mrs Patmore is beside herself because she thinks she’s going to be able to do a royal luncheon, a 

parade, and an evening dinner and that’s a big thing, she’s very excited. When she gets told that 

she’s surplus to requirements it is devastating. The servants are being usurped, even Mrs Hughes 

is being replaced by the Royal staff.

They’re all slightly flummoxed about this, so they cook up a little plan to derail that situation - it’s 

very good!”

GLOBAL PHENOMENON

“I remember Hugh and Elizabeth went to America and came back, saying, “Guys, you’re not going 

to believe what’s going on over there. It’s insane. People are enthusiastic beyond your wildest 

dreams.” They had been to The White House and met the Obamas who were also fans and seen 

Hillary Clinton across a crowded room; she elbowed people out of the way who ran through a 

crowded room so she could to speak to them. Those sort of things kept happening. Then we found 

out that the Clinton’s watched the show as a family, on a Sunday night together and we thought 

‘isn’t this just mad?’ I heard Anthony Hopkins was a fan, that was a bit of a thrill.

“We often get asked why Downton was such a global phenomenon and I’d love to give you a 

clever witty answer. Julian’s answer is always, “If I knew the answer to that, I would write a string 

of Downton Abbeys!” The stories are great, Julian never wrote a bad script. I think it also might be 

something to do with the fact that it was a strong ensemble of actors who fit their characters very 

well and who all get on really well, I think that brings a sense of unity to it. All the departments are 

at the top of their game, Donal Woods, one of the best designers there is. The Art Department, the 

Make-Up, Wardrobe, they’re all top people. All of it was well looked after from the very beginning 

and maybe a combination of all of that makes it special.”

SCALE OF THE MOVIE

”One thing is the set’s slightly bigger, there’s a little bit more space, It’s maybe only a few inches, but 

you can feel it’s just slightly different. In the film there are some big visual set pieces that you’d never 

have been able to do in the TV show, and they will look wonderful on a big screen, that’s for sure. 

I’m very taken by the lighting, actually, when you look on the monitor, it’s breathtakingly beautiful. 

And it has a great kind of intensity on the screen, you know, that’s going to be great. I can’t wait to 

see it actually.
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PENELOPE WILTON PLAYS ISOBEL MERTON
REPRISING THE ROLE OF ISOBEL MERTON

“When I started playing Isobel at the beginning of Downton she was the widow of Lord Grantham’s 

cousin and her son Matthew stood to inherit the Downton estate when Lord Grantham died. Sadly 

however Matthew died in a tragic road accident so Isobel is grandmother to the next male heir of 

Downton. She also met and married Lord Merton so she is now Lady Merton.

“Isobel is the one who always asks the awkward questions. She sometimes bites off more than she 

can chew, and she’s brought up by Violet rather quick. At the end of the last season, Isobel and 

Violet were celebrating at the wedding of Edith, who had just got married to Bertie. It was a happy 

ending at the end of the last series, and here we are a short time later.”

 

COMING HOME

“I was absolutely delighted when I received the script as the film had been talked about for a while. I 

don’t think any of us really thought we’d be able to pull it off because there are so many of us. To get 

everyone together at the same time was quite a feat but three years down the line, we managed it.”

COSTUMES

“My costumes are wonderful. We’re blessed with the most wonderful costume designer, Anna 

Robbins, and her team, and everything is authentic. If you look at the men’s costumes and the 

detail, quite apart from the women’s costumes, you realise how very chic people were in the 1920s. 

Anna is just wonderful to work with.

DIFFERENCE BETWEEN TV AND FILM

“We had a lot more people who joined the cast for the film because the story required it. We had 

a great deal more time in which to actually make the movie because television, by its very nature, 

meant time was limited and we had to work very quickly and that is always difficult for everybody. 

Making the film was much easier in that respect. It’s also more exacting because it’s going to be for 

a much bigger screen.

“Another difference is that we had much bigger set pieces than we did in the television series. 

Julian has kept its storyline, as far as the characters are concerned, and Downton is still Downton, 

because this house is like another character really.” 
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STEPHEN CAMPBELL-MOORE PLAYS MAJOR CHETWODE

CHARACTER

“Major Chetwode is a mysterious character at the beginning. He’s not part of the Downton Abbey 

family, we don’t know who he is. When he arrives in the village he is curious as to Branson’s political 

allegiances, whether he is a true patriot and whether he supports the King and Queen. Branson’s 

response to this stranger is that he supports his father-in-law, and that that’s his position, which is 

ambiguous enough for Chetwode to keep snapping at his heels through the first part of the film.”

WHAT MAKES DOWNTON ABBEY A SUCCESS

“Looking at the past, when you live in a very confused and tangled present, things often seem 

simpler. The way Julian writes also shows there is a tension in people’s position in society, but, 

whatever those tensions are, the positions are clear. There’s something quite calming for an audience 

to see those things. That they may be thoroughly egalitarian in every way, shape, and form, there’s 

still something about the pleasure and enjoyment of people occupying the same space, coming 

from completely different places and all working in the same geographical area. It is pleasing on a 

sort of artistic, aesthetic level, and at the same time, we can say, we don’t want life to be like that 

anymore.”

DIFFERENCES BETWEEN TV AND FILM

“For me it’s an unusual yet wonderful film. When I went to the readthrough, it read brilliantly because 

it had that multi-faceted bringing together of lots of different characters. There is no one key 

protagonist. It’s often a pleasure to see an expansive film unfold through lots of characters’ eyes, 

and it’s a rare thing because we tend to focus towards one point of view, one character, one hero. 

It brings together the advantages of a multi-protagonist TV series with the expansion of a film and 

does it very, very well.”
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DAVID HAIG PLAYS MR WILSON

CHARACTER

“I play the Royal butler who has a superior attitude and angle on the resident staff at Downton 

Abbey when the Royal family visit. He thinks of himself as the King’s Page of the Backstairs, not  

a butler.

“I’ve always wanted to play – and still hope to play– Malvolio in Twelfth Night. Although this is a 

concise part, there are elements of Malvolio in Mr Wilson, in his self-assertion, his pomposity, his 

arrogance, and his assumption that he will always win the day.”

JOINING THE CAST

“I loved working on Downton Abbey. I woke up on my first morning with huge anticipation. This is 

one of the most successful, iconic programmes that this country has ever produced. Beautifully 

written and observed by Julian Fellowes, and to actually, at last, after six seasons, be able to be 

part of it was incredibly fulfilling. It was extraordinary to be in the house, which has become a sort 

of iconic, mythical building. The cast were all so welcoming.”

ENDURING SUCCESS OF DOWNTON

“Downton Abbey is an enduring success because it covers universally such a huge range of 

personalities and relationships. Above all, the status of whether you have a lot of money or you 

don’t, you still matter in this world. Ultimately, this is a very broad, big cast of hugely widely-ranging 

characters. The contrast between the upstairs world and the downstairs world is irresistible.

WHAT CAN AUDIENCES EXPECT

“Audiences can expect a subtly different slant on a story that they already know well. Not only is it 

a bigger entity as a film, the story is bigger than any individual episode so far. The people involved 

are of higher status and so there’s more at stake.”
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GERALDINE JAMES PLAYS QUEEN MARY

JOINING THE CAST

“When I got the call, I said yes immediately. It was as quick as that. It’s very thrilling to be part of 

something that’s so unbelievably popular, it’s just extraordinary. That popularity seems to be pretty 

universal, pretty much across the world, and across all types of people, and age groups. It’s really 

very nice to be part of that. I think people were sad that it had finished and I know how excited 

people were to know there was going to be a movie. It’s not much later than the last series, but it 

does tie up a few loose ends, which is satisfying. It is such an incredible bunch of brilliantly talented 

people and I’ve known quite a few of them for a while. Sitting around the dining room table at 

Highclere next to the rest of the cast, I had to pinch myself. It wasn’t intimidating, because I know 

they’re great actors, and fantastic people. They couldn’t have been more friendly and welcoming. 

That was one of the most amazing things of the whole experience, was seeing how they love each 

other, and how they are so thrilled to be doing this movie. They were so sweet and respectful.”

HIGHCLERE CASTLE

“The first day I arrived at Highclere Castle I felt a sort of childish thrill coming up the road, through 

the park, and then suddenly seeing these hallowed towers and thinking, ‘Its Downton Abbey,’ and 

it was just as thrilling for me as it is for anybody who sees it.”

CHARACTER

“I play Queen Mary, granddaughter of Queen Victoria, wife of George V, and grandmother of our 

present Queen. Of course I did all the research to find out everything I could about her. She was 

a great favourite of Queen Victoria’s, but she was also very much under Victoria’s command. She 

was a remarkable woman. It’s been fascinating getting to know her, and feeling my way into playing 

a queen. I’ve played a couple of princesses in my time, but I’ve never played a queen, and it is 

quite extraordinary, because they are different from everybody else. To experience that grandeur 

of how people will always bow and scrape and be polite was absolutely fascinating to play, and 

quite good fun. In the movie, King George and Queen Mary are going to visit their daughter at 

Harewood House, as she’s married to Lord Lascelles, the son of the house. They decide to stop off 

at Downton Abbey on the way up, and that throws everybody at Downton into a little bit of a turmoil, 

as you can imagine, with the King and Queen coming to stay. That’s basically the story that the film  

revolves around.”
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DIFFERENCES BETWEEN TV AND FILM

“Story-wise, it’s given them an opportunity to round off all the different relationships that have been 

going on. We get to see all our favourite characters again, and added to that is an element of new 

faces coming in. I think the great thing about evolving into a movie is that there’s more time to focus 

on whatever part of the story is being told and time to make it look even more incredible. You can 

luxuriate and dwell in it, and be more invested, which is great. “

THE ROYAL VISIT

“Alastair Bruce, the Historical Advisor is the protocol expert on all things royal and he was on set 

watching every single moment of every single shot including details like the way you hold your knife 

and fork, where you put them between mouthfuls and where you place your hands. As Queen Mary 

I play a very specific role, and there were all sorts of things involved in that to consider as well, but 

just generally, the way people walk and the way they hold themselves. I’m a very quick, energetic 

person, and I had to really rein myself in and walk very slowly, very straight, and all sorts of tricky 

things like that. To have somebody there, watching every single shot to correct you if you did 

something inaccurate or not quite in keeping with royal protocol was so helpful and quite freeing.” 

COSTUMES

“Queen Mary was very particular in the way she looked, and because she’s a real person, we 

emulated that as much as possible. It’s always quite good fun to transform into a very different 

person, especially in a different time period, so the costumes were out of this world. 

“There were certain elements of padding involved in my costume, which is always quite good 

fun. I wanted to steal my fake bosom. The costume and hair and make-up teams worked with 

photographs to recreate tiaras and Queen Mary’s very particular shape. They were some of the most 

wonderful costumes I’ve ever seen, so the joy was sort of manifold, and constant. Anna Robbins, 

the Costume Designer, is fantastic, and John Bright at Cosprop, who made all my costumes, knows 

me very well. I think costume does half my work for me. In this instance it did about 95% of my 

work, actually. The wig did the other five. The accuracy, historically, is absolutely fantastic. There’s 

a big ball scene, and you just walk into this room and the costumes, the choices of colours, were all 

so perfect which is so helpful as actors.”
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WHY DO AUDIENCES LOVE DOWNTON

“I think Downton deals with almost every aspect of humanity. So we have wonderful female 

characters, but also wonderful male characters as well. There are people upstairs, who are just 

as interesting as the people below stairs. I think there’s something for everyone, and it’s all very 

truthfully done. The relationships feel very contemporary, it’s not antiquated, and you’re not looking 

through a dark glass at the past; the past is brought right up to us, and we can experience it. That’s 

a tough thing to do with period drama. We so often see things in other programmes such as people 

talking in a slightly funny way, and we just sort of feel removed from them, and I don’t think we do 

with Downton, I think we feel part of it.” 
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TUPPENCE MIDDLETON PLAYS LUCY SMITH

CHARACTER

“Lucy Smith comes to Downton with the entourage when the Royals come to visit.  She is the lady’s 

maid to Maud Bagshaw who is one of the ladies in waiting for the Queen and we start to figure out 

that there’s a slightly unusual relationship going on between her and Lady Bagshaw and that maybe 

all is not what it seems..”

JOINING THE DOWNTON FAMILY

“It was really lovely joining the Downton family because it can be quite daunting coming into 

something like this that is so established. They all know each other so well and it was a huge 

reunion for them, but it was lovely to see and was such a nice thing to be a part of. All the cast were 

so welcoming. It was nice in a way to come in with Imelda because although she knew everyone 

she was also new to the Downton family as a character. It was nice to come in as the outsiders, but 

we felt very much part of the group.”

WHAT MAKES DOWNTON ABBEY A SUCCESS

“Downton Abbey is such a success because there’s someone and something for everyone. You 

really root for the below stairs characters and you revel in the decadence of the upstairs. This sense 

of tradition that we respect and love to see recreated in British society. Everyone loves a period 

drama don’t they, especially in the UK, and you can’t go wrong with Julian Fellowes. It’s a winning 

combination. Plus brilliant acting, beautiful sets and costumes. The characters that people fell in 

love with, the audience just want to keep coming back and follow their story. It’s a rare thing for 

something to go that long and still keep people really interested. It’s definitely got something magic 

about it.”

DIFFERENCES BETWEEN TV AND FILM

“Fans are going to really enjoy seeing it on the big screen because there has always been something 

about Downton Abbey that feels like it should be there.  The house itself is so epic that it’ll be great 

to see it large scale. To see these luscious ballrooms and amazing costumes, it feels like it lends 

itself to that. 
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COSTUMES

“As I play a maid, Lucy would have made a lot of her own clothes so my costumes are quite simple 

but very beautiful and all hand-made for me, as most of the costumes were. A lady’s maid tends to 

have a uniform for the day and a uniform for the evening, both of them black with shoes, tights, a 

silk dress with a bit of embroidery on it. There were a couple of times where I got to wear something 

a bit snazzier during the Royal review.  That was quite fun.  I loved my little cloche cap, very cute 

and very 1920’s. I wanted to take it home with me.” 
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IMELDA STAUNTON PLAYS MAUD BAGSHAW

CHARACTER

“I’m one of the new characters arriving at the house and Maud’s is an intriguing storyline. My part is 

intertwined with Maggie Smith, playing Violet, and Penelope Wilton, playing Isobel, and my storyline 

is mixed up with their stories, which was lovely for me because I know them both so well and it was 

so very nice to be able to work with them.”

JOINING THE CAST

“I’m married to Carson – otherwise known as Jim Carter – so it was lovely to get the call to be part 

of it. I’m well aware of the effect it has had around the world. Julian Fellowes has created all those 

characters that people identify with. They just love all the little intricate stories that they have, and 

that’s what it’s all about. That is what the film has got, the below stairs and above stairs characters 

and just good storylines.”

WHAT MAKES DOWNTON ABBEY A SUCCESS

“People like to look at another world and yet recognise similarities in their own life or perhaps their 

own disappointments, personal problems, emotional problems; births, deaths, marriages. Downton 

touches on all those things, which makes it so relatable even though it isn’t set now. They are still 

modern issues. It did strike a chord. Sunday night pulls everyone together somehow, still, with all 

the different television networks and platforms. To have something that we can all go to work and 

talk about; something that brings us together, is very good for our soul, I think.”

COSTUMES

“I play a lady-in-waiting to the Queen and there are certain rules that come with that. I want whatever 

the character needs and I don’t need to look good, I just want it to be right. Anna Robbins, the 

costume designer, has done the most incredible work. I don’t think I’ve seen anything like the level 

of detail before, it is just phenomenal. That’s what you want as an actor. You want that detail, the 

accuracy. Combined with the wigs and makeup because you want it to look good for the big screen. 

Downton looks good. It depicts an idyllic slice of fictional life. We all want to be told stories and we 

want nice endings, then there’ll be things that make us cry and things that make us laugh, that’s just 

good storytelling. Then if you can make it look ravishing – which Anna certainly has done – that’s 

what people want. Escapism. And this is it.”
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THE DOWNTON EFFECT

BUTLERS

“ ‘Downton Abbey’ effect? British butlers make big comeback” “Sarah Vestin Rahmani runs 

a butler academy, and she said she’s seen demand skyrocket tenfold in two years. She recently 

opened six academies in China, where women butlers accounted for almost one-third of trainee 

intake.” (CBS News 16th Jan 2013) 

“Demand for British butlers DOUBLES in one year from world’s wealthiest families ‘influenced 

by Downton Abbey’”

“There is a significant trend for the super-rich to want a piece of the kind of lifestyle they see in 

movies and on programmes like Downton Abbey” Sara Vestin Rahamani, Company Director of 

Bespoke Bureau. (Mail Online, 11th July 2013)

ALCOHOL

“Downton effect gives ‘unfashionable sherry a boost as drama fans take to the tipple”

“Once considered the tipple of grandmothers and elderly aunts, sherry is now back in fashion – and 

it’s thanks to TV drama Downton Abbey”

“Now though, thanks to its prevalence in the ITV show, sherry has shaken off its stuffy, staid image 

and is emerging as the pre-dinner drink of choice for many – young and old.” 

“Marks and Spencer” has reported a 15 per cent rise in sales over the last three months – a surge 

that sherry experts are attributing entirely to the so called ‘Downton Effect’”.

(Mail Online, 5th Dec 2011)

“Port sales set to soar past sherry for the first time thanks to younger drinkers developing 

taste for the tipple”

“Sales of port are set to overtake those of sherry for the first time in Britain’s battle of Downton 

Abbey-style posh tipples, industry figures have revealed” (Mail Online, 15th Nov 2012)

FASHION

“The Downton effect sees surge in vintage nightwear sales as we all rush to copy the Crawleys”

“As the most recent series of Downton Abbey returns to our screens, 1920s luxury lingerie brand 
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Lucile has reported seeing an unprecedented increase in sales – thanks, they say, to the fact that 

the brand’s name was mentioned during the show. Lucile Lingerie, a brand which was very popular 

in the 1920s and has since revived, has seen website traffic increase by 62 per cent and overall 

sales increase by 48 per cent since the hit show returned” (Mail Online, 11th Oct 2012)

“Online searches for vintage clothes featured on ‘Downton Abbey rise”

“Data gathered by Alibaba.com, the China-based online marketplace for businesses, shows that 

there has been a dramatic rise in global searches for the type of vintage garb worn by actors on the 

show. But the site attributes the jump in searches not only to the series, but also last year’s Royal 

Wedding and the recent Queen’s Jubliee” (Hollywood Reporter, 2nd July 2012)

“From Downton Abbey to Call the Midwife how TV viewing and dual-screening inspires 

Christmas shopping”

“Female viewers keen to get the Downton Abbey look helped push sales of 1920s-style cloche hats 

up 43% following the summer-set Christmas special on ITV” (Radio Times, 5th December, 2013)

“Art Deco jewellery comeback thanks to ITV drama Downton Abbey”

“Bonhams, which says it handles more art deco pieces than any other auction house in the world, 

says the popular period drama, created by Dorset-based Julian Fellowes, has caused rare vintage 

jewellery to soar in value. Following the return of the hit ITV show to screens on September 21, the 

auctioneers are expecting a record number of sales.” (Western Daily Press, 1st Oct 2014). 

SIDE SADDLE

“The ladies going hell for leather: ‘Downton effect’ sees riding side-saddle return with  

a vengeance”. 

“Fans hail the ‘Lady Mary’ effect: one saddler, Sarah Parry, says she “always notices” when Downton 

Abbey is back on TV. The fictional heroine of the Julian Fellowes drama hunts “aside”. “It’s always 

on a Monday morning that I get more inquiries,” Ms Parry added” (Independent, 20th Oct 2013)

TOURISM

“Downton Abbey behind £22 BILLION tourism boost”

“The hit ITV show is drawing in thousands of big-spending holidaymakers from China, Japan and 

the US. Many have already booked to visit the UK in 2015 after getting hooked on the period drama 

set in the early 20th century” (The Sun, 28th Dec 2014)
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“UK tourism figures jump as worldwide success of Downton Abbey and Harry Potter weave 

their magic with visitors”

“Almost one in three UK tourists visits an historic house or castle thanks to the worldwide success 

of the boy wizard films and the TV drama series. The visitors spend a total of around £6.5 billion 

during their stay, according to figures from the tourism marketing agency VisitBritain.” (Mail Online, 

21st September 2013)

“Highclere gets a cash boost from Downton Abbey tourist”

“Downton Abbey-mad tourists give a whopping £38,00-a-day boost to the historic stately home 

where the series is set” (Daily Star, 13th Oct 2013)

ECONOMY

“Game of Thrones and Downton Abbey: the 2015 cultural highlights to boost the economy”

“The creative industries bring £8.8million an hour to the British economy in a “record high” […] the 

Department for Culture, Media and Sport has claimed.”

“A report by DCMS found growth of almost 10 per cent in the creative sector, which they say is three 

times that of the wider UK economy”. (The Telegraph, 13th Jan 2015)

DVD SALES 

“’Downton Abbey’ becomes Britain’s top-selling DVD Box set of all time on Amazon”

‘Downton Abbey has become the fastest-selling TV drama DVD boxset of all time on Amazon in the 

UK, beating slew of TV greats including The Wire and The West Wing as well as British favourites 

Fawlty Towers” (Hollywood Reporter, 16th Sept 2011)

ITV PLAYER

“Downton Abbey viewers crash ITV Player”

“ITV Player, the commercial broadcaster’s internet catch up service, crashed for several hours 

last night, as thousands of people tried to watch Downton Abbey online” (The Telegraph, 19th  

Sept 2011)
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Based on the television series created by JULIAN FELLOWES and produced by CARNIVAL FILMS

Directed by MICHAEL ENGLER

Written by JULIAN FELLOWES

Produced by GARETH NEAME, LIZ TRUBRIDGE and JULIAN FELLOWES

CAST 
(In order of appearance)

 Major Chetwode    STEPHEN CAMPBELL MOORE

 Andy   MICHAEL FOX

 Mrs Patmore   LESLEY NICOL 

 Daisy   SOPHIE McSHERA

 Thomas Barrow   ROBERT JAMES-COLLIER

 Robert Crawley   HUGH BONNEVILLE

 Tom Branson   ALLEN LEECH

 Lady Mary   MICHELLE DOCKERY

 Mrs Hughes   PHYLLIS LOGAN

 Lady Edith   LAURA CARMICHAEL

 Cora Crawley   ELIZABETH McGOVERN

 Mr Carson  JIM CARTER

 Queen Mary  GERALDINE JAMES

 Maud Bagshaw  IMELDA STAUNTON

 Buckingham Palace Footman  ALEX CRISP

 Anna Bates  JOANNE FROGGATT

 Violet Crawley  MAGGIE SMITH

 Isobel Merton  PENELOPE WILTON
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CAST 

(In order of appearance)

 Major Chetwode    STEPHEN CAMPBELL MOORE

 Andy   MICHAEL FOX

 Mrs Patmore LESLEY   NICOL 

 Daisy SOPHIE   McSHERA

 Thomas Barrow ROBERT   JAMES-COLLIER

 Robert Crawley   HUGH BONNEVILLE

 Tom Branson   LLEN LEECH

 Lady Mary   MICHELLE DOCKERY

 Mrs Hughes   PHYLLIS LOGAN

 Lady Edith   LAURA CARMICHAEL

 Cora Crawley   ELIZABETH McGOVERN

 Mr Carson  JIM CARTER

 Queen Mary  GERALDINE JAMES

 Maud Bagshaw  IMELDA STAUNTON

 Buckingham Palace Footman  ALEX CRISP

 Anna Bates  JOANNE FROGGATT

 Violet Crawley  MAGGIE SMITH

 Isobel Merton  PENELOPE WILTON

 Lord Merton  DOUGLAS REITH

 Mr Molesley  KEVIN DOYLE

 Mr Bates  BRENDAN COYLE

 Miss Baxter  RAQUEL CASSIDY

 Albert the Hall Boy   CHARLIE WATSON

 Mr Wilson  DAVID HAIG

 Miss Lawton  SUSAN LYNCH

 Richard Ellis  MAX BROWN

 Sybbie  FIFI HART
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 George  OLIVER BARKER 

   ZAC BARKER 

 Mr Bakewell  MARK ADDY 

 Marigold  EVA SAMMS 

   KARINA SAMMS 

 Bertie Hexham  HARRY HADDEN-PATON 

 Princess Mary   KATE PHILLIPS 

 Harewood House Footman  HARRY LIVINGSTONE 

 Harewood House Nanny  ALICE McCARTHY 

 Tony Sellick  JAMES CARTWRIGHT 

 Lord Lascelles  ANDREW HAVILL 

 Monsieur Courbet   PHILIPPE SPALL 

 Mrs Webb  RICHENDA CAREY 

 Royal Footmen  MAX HUTCHINSON 

   TOM ASHLEY 

 King George V  SIMON JONES 

 Royal Equerry  GRAEME SMILES 

 Lucy Smith  TUPPENCE MIDDLETON 

 Detective  DARREN STRANGE 

 Pub Landlord  JOHN BIGGINS 

 Chris Webster  PERRY FITZPATRICK 

 Policeman  DANIEL MILLAR 

 Police Sergeant  DAVID LONSDALE

 Henry Talbot  MATTHEW GOODE

 Executive Producers  NIGEL MARCHANT

   BRIAN PERCIVAL
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 Co-Producer  MARK HUBBARD

 Production Designer  DONAL WOODS

 Costume Designer  ANNA MARY SCOTT ROBBINS

 Music by  JOHN LUNN

 Editor  MARK DAY

 

 Director of Photography   BEN SMITHARD

 Make-up & Hair Designer  ANNE NOSH OLDHAM

 Historical Advisor  ALASTAIR BRUCE

 Unit Production Manager  VALENTINA COCCIA

 First Assistant Director  TOBY FORD

 Second Assistant Director  ADAM BYLES

CREW

 Supervising Art Director  MARK KEBBY 

 Art Director  SIMON WALKER 

 Standby Art Director  CAROLINE BARTON 

 Assistant Art Director  ANDREW GRIFFITHS 
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 Graphics Artist   KIMBERLEY BRIGHT 

 Art Department Assistant  PHILIPPA MUMFORD 

 

 Set Decorator  GINA CROMWELL 

 Assistant Set Decorator  LUCY HASSAN 

 Production Buyer  JUDY DUCKER 

 Petty Cash Buyer  NATASHA REYNELL 

 Set Decorator Runner  JOSIE FERGUSSON 

 Home Economist  LISA HEATHCOTE 

 

 Property Master  TOM PLEYDELL-PEARCE 

 Chargehand Dressing Prop  CHAS JOHNSON 

 Dressing Props  JOHN CONDRON 

   DON SANTOS 

   DICK KELLOWAY 

   SAM CREED 

   DEAN BRANDON 

 Standby Props  DOMINIC BYLES 

   WILL CANN 

   CHARLES SMITH 

 Costume Supervisor  MICHAEL WELDON 

 Assistant Costume Designers  KATHRYN TART 

   ELOISE PARK 

 Costume Set Supervisor  HARRIET EDMONDS 

 Costume Standbys  EMILY CURTIS 

   GEORGINA BROWN 

   FINN McCLEAVE 

 Crowd Supervisor  ELLE WILSON 
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 Crowd Costume Standby  LIZZIE KANE 

 Crowd Costume Assistants  SIMON LEWIS 

   LIBBY IRWIN

   JULIE McCAUSLAND 

 Womenswear Cutter   MAGGIE COOKE 

 Additional Womenswear Cutter  GERSON DISANTO 

 Costume Makers  PEGGY CHAMBERS 

   HEATHER BAGLEY 

   HANNAH SPEARING 

   BREEGE FAHY 

   HELEN BEASLEY 

   JULIE NETHERCOTE 

 Dyer  RYAN KEARNY 

 Breakdown Artist  LAURA GUNNING 

 Menswear Tailoring  CHRIS KERR 

 Milliner  SEAN BARRETT 

 Make-up & Hair Supervisor  ELAINE BROWNE 

 Crowd Make-up & Hair Supervisor  LAURA BLOUNT 

 Senior Make-up & Hair Artists  ANNETTE FIELD 

   KAREN FOLLY 

   SAM SMART 

   MARC PILCHER 

 Crowd Make-up & Hair Artists  SARAH DAVIES 

   ROWENA DEAN 

   AMY DE REES 

   MORAG SMITH 

   STEVIE SMITH 
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   JULIA VERNON 

 A Camera Operator  BEN SMITHARD, BSC 

 B Camera/Steadicam Operator  SIMON BAKER 

 A Camera First Assistant  TRISTAN HALEY 

 B Camera First Assistant  JAMIE PHILLIPS 

 C Camera First Assistant  SARAH ROLLASON 

 A Camera Second Assistant  AMBER OSBORNE 

 B Camera Second Assistant  SCOTT JAMISON 

 Digital Imaging Technician  ALAN HOPKINS

 Digital Lab Technician  ALEC GARNER 

 Video Playback Operator  DEMETRI JAGGER 

 Gaffer  TOM GATES

 Best Boy  KEVIN HEATHERINGTON

 Electricians  STEVE CASEY

   NIALL CRAWFORD 

   ROSS MAYBERRY 

   ADAM MURPHY 

   MATT O’BRIEN 

 Desk Operator  CHRIS GILBERTSON 

 Additional Desk Operators  GRAHAM DRISCOLL 

   ANNE MARIE LANGAN 

 Balloon Technician  JAMIE BROTHERS 

 Rigging Gaffer  DARREN HARVEY 
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 Rigging Chargehands  PAUL DEWHURST 

   ROB OSBOURNE 

   JAMIE WHICKMAN 

 Rigging Electricians  EDMOND ALEXANDER 

   HARRY GAY 

   LEE MARTIN 

   JORDAN SPENCER 

   GEORGE STOCK 

   JOHN WHICKMAN 

 Rigging Balloon Operators  DAN CARTER 

   JOEY SEERY 

 Department Head Rigger  GRAHAM BAKER 

 Supervising Rigger  FRANKIE WEBSTER 

 Rigger  DANNY WEBSTER 

 Key Grip  TONY SANKEY 

 Best Boy Grip  JAMIE BRITTAIN 

 Grip Assistants  JAMIE COBB 

   DOMINIC FARQUHAR 

 Construction Managers  DAN MARSDEN 

   DAN CRANDON 

 Supervising Carpenter  GARY JOBBER 

 Standby Carpenter  LEE HOSKEN 

 Standby Riggers  CONSTANTINE O’NEILL 

   EAMONN McKINNEY 

 Carpenters  JIM BURLAK 

   TOM MACKEN 
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   DANNY PITON 

   OLLIE WAKEMAN 

 Supervising Painter  JOE VASSALLO 

 Painters  DEAN BLYTH 

   SIMON HAGUE

   IAN HAZLEWOOD 

 Stagehand  NEIL KIRK 

 Script Supervisor  SARAH GARNER 

 Supervising Location Manager  MARK ELLIS 

 Location Manager Yorkshire  LEON SETH 

 Location Manager Lacock  JENNIFER LEWIS 

 Unit Managers  ELLIOTT CAEN 

   ANTHONY STAGLES 

   ANDY DAVIES 

 Location Assistants  JOE GRADWELL 

   MICHAELA POPE 

   NIKKI SMART 

 Production Sound Mixer  DAVID LASCELLES 

 First Assistant Sound  HUGH SHERLOCK 

 Second Assistant Sound  EMMA CHILTON 

 Special Effects Supervisor  NEAL CHAMPION 

 Special Effects Senior Technician  MATT ROBERTS 

 Special Effects Technicians  JORDAN WASHINGTON 
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   LOUIS CHAMPION 

   PHIL CHAPMAN 

   BOB VELICKOVIC 

 Special Effects Co-ordinator  EMMA CHAMPION 

 Production Co-ordinator  ANETA CHALAS 

 Assistant Production Co-ordinator  JOSHUA DARBY 

 Production Secretary  CARLENE GARVEY 

 Crowd Second Assistant Director  CAMILLA SOUTHWELL 

 Additional Crowd Assistant Director  LAURA JACKSON 

 Third Assistant Director  JASON RICKWOOD 

 Key Production Assistant  FRANCESCA WALLACE 

 Accommodation Co-ordinator  YARA CAUBET 

 Runners  JONATHAN ALTOFT 

   VLAD CIRDIEU 

   LARA CORNELL 

   JAMES EXCELL

   INDIA CASTLE GIBB 

   GEORGIA MILES 

   ELLE RUSSELL 

 Stand-ins  ROBBIE DAVIDSON 

   KRISTY TSOIS 

 Stand-in for Ms Smith  ROS ROSENBERG 

 Assistant to Mr Neame  CHARLOTTE FAY 

 Assistants to Ms Trubridge & Mr Engler  MAX HARTNEY 

   LAUREN FENNER 

 Assistant to Mr Marchant  BEN ROGERS 
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 Financial Controller  KERRY SMITH 

 Production Accountant  SARAH RAKE 

 Payroll Accountant  JENNIFER LAWTON 

 First Assistant Accountant  JOSE SOSA 

 Second Assistant Accountants  VIKETA KAMDAR 

   ALICE COLLINS 

 Cashier  DANIEL BARBER-MOORE 

 Post Production Accountant  TARN HARPER 

 Assistant Post Production Accountant  POLLY WILBY 

 Post Production Supervisor  ANN LYNCH 

 Additional Editing  JOHN WILSON, ACE 

 Visual Effects Editor  SASCHA DHILLON 

 First Assistant Editor  THY QUACH 

 Second Assistant Editor  BETHANY GIBLIN 

 Post Production Co-ordinator  HANNAH PEERLESS DALUS 

 Post Production Assistant  SOPHIA VAS-JONES 

 Casting Assistant  ROBERT MORRIS 

 Unit Publicists  JESSICA MORRIS 

   UNA MAGUIRE 

 Stills Photographer  JAAP BUITENDIJK 

 Additional Stills Photographer  LIAM DANIEL 

 Facilities Captain  DANNY BROWN 
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 Transportation Captain  SYMON BUTCHER 

 Drivers  OREST ANDRIJIW 

   ALAN BEAGLEY 

   RICHARD CAIN

   JOHN HALL 

   JASON HARRIS 

   KEVIN O’KEEFE 

   ANDREW PEDELTY 

   EROL REMZI 

   BRIAN SALISBURY 

 Aerial Director of Photography  JOHN MARZANO 

 Eclipse Technician  WILL HANDLEY 

 Drone Pilot  PETE AYRISS 

 Aerial Assistant Camera  BECKY LEE 

 Drone Assistant  JACK BISHOP 

 Choreographer  DIANA SCRIVENER 

 Military Advisors  CHARLIE ROTHERAM 

   RICHARD TRANT 

 Historical Advisors  JAMES FRASIER 

   RAY WHEATON 

 Health & Safety Advisors  MICK HURRELL 

   ROB SMITH 

 Unit Nurses  JIM GARDINER 
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   DAWN GREENHALGH 

 Clearances  JEVA FILMS 

   CASSANDRA SIGSGAARD 

   MARTIN HEBERDEN 

 Legal Advisors  WIGGIN LLP 

   GRÁINNE McKENNA 

   BETH WYLLIE 

   CHARLENE McQUILLAN 

 Assets & Sustainability Co-ordinator  CLAIRE SCOTT 

Carnival Films

 Executives in Charge  DAVID O’DONOGHUE 

   NIGEL MARCHANT 

   ALIBOO BRADBURY 

 Head of Production  CHARLOTTE ASHBY 

 Post Production Executive  NION HAZELL 

 Production Manager  MELANIE CHRYSSOCHOIDES 

 Legal & Business Affairs Executives  SAM WILLIAMS

   WAI-LAN LAM 

   ELIZABETH HARTNEY 

 Operations Assistant  ALEXANDRA HITCH 

 Camera Equipment  24-7 DRAMA 

 Lighting Equipment  PANALUX 

   PINEWOOD MBS LIGHTING 

 Drone Provided by  THE HELICOPTER GIRLS 
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 Helicopter Provided by  MARZANO FILMS 

 Lighting Balloons  LEELIUM BALLOONS 

   SKYLITE BALLOONS 

 Grip Equipment  ALPHA GRIP 

 Walkie Talkies  AUDIOLINK 

 Construction Services  HEDGEHOG CONSTRUCTION 

 Action Vehicles  MOTORHOUSE HIRE 

 Facilities  ON-SET LOCATION SERVICES 

 Security Services  ABOVE THE LINE SECURITY 

   CAPRICORN SECURITY 

 Health & Safety  JHA SAFETY 

 Dailies Transportation  KKZ PRODUCTIONS 

 Studio Facilities & Production Offices  PINEWOOD STUDIOS GROUP 

   TWICKENHAM STUDIOS 

 Editing Systems & Support  HIREWORKS 

 Payroll  TPH GLOBAL LTD 

 Dolby Sound Consultant  ROB HUCKLE 

 Post Production Script  PIXELOGIC MEDIA 

 Accommodation Services  ACCESS BOOKINGS 

 Travel Agents  BCD ENTERTAINMENT TRAVEL 

 Catering  J&J INTERNATIONAL 

 Head Chef  CHRIS McDOWELL 

 Jewellery  SOPHIE MILLARD 

 Shoes  GAMBA THEATRE SHOES LTD 

 Costumes  ANGELS COSTUMES 

   BRISTOL COSTUME SERVICES 

   COSPROP 

 Extras Casting  KEY CASTING 

   MAD DOG 

   SERVICES TO FILM 
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 Publicity  MILK PUBLICITY 

 Supervising Sound Editor  NIGEL HEATH 

 Dialogue & ADR Editor  ALEX SAWYER

 Additional Dialogue Editor  JAMES FELTHAM 

 Sound Effects Editor  ALEX GIBSON 

 Assistant Sound Effects Editor  JAMIE ALLEN 

 ADR Mixers  OLIVER BRIERLEY 

   ALEXANDER FIELDING 

 Foley Engineer  CIARAN SMITH 

 Foley Artist  PAULA BORAM 

 Foley Editor  PHILIP MOROZ 

 Sound Post Production Manager  VICKY BOYENS 

 Sound Post Production Co-ordinator  SAM PETRIE 

 Re-recording Mixers  NIGEL HEATH 

   BRAD REES 

 Crowd ADR  SYNC OR SWIM 

   PHOEBE SCHOLFIELD 

 Abbey Road Mix Technicians  KOBI QUIST 

   JACK CHEETHAM 

 Sound Re-recorded at  HACKENBACKER STUDIOS

   ABBEY ROAD STUDIOS 

Visual Effects by Framestore

 Visual Effects Supervisor  KYLE McCULLOCH 

 CG Supervisor  JP LI 

 2D Supervisor  PATRICIA LLANGUNO 

 Visual Effects Producer  KEN DAILEY 
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 Visual Effects Line Producer  EMILY DEERE 

 Visual Effects Co-ordinator  ANDREA HATHAZI 

 Visual Effects Editor  DUNCAN WILLIAMS 

 Lead Environment Technical Manager  LEON KOGAN 

 Environment Technical Managers  ALAN CLAPPISON 

   NICK MACMILLAN 

   VIVIANE DALLAGNO 

 Digital Matte Painters  BAPTISTE CHAUVEAU 

   CHRIS WILSON 

   EMERIC SAINT-GERMAIN 

   MAREK SOLOWIEJ 

 Modeling Technical Managers  LUKE WILDING 

   MICHAEL KNOWLAND 

 Texture Technical Manager  LOUISE CHASSAIN 

 FX Technical Manager  KARI BROWN 

 Compositors  AMELIE REY 

   BASAK SOUMRANY 

   CYRILLE GOHIER 

   DANIELLE REIS DE MENEZES

   ITAMAR ALONI 

   JENNY WAN 

   JOSE DAVID 

   JULIEN ROUSSEAU 

   MADALINA STELEA 

   MAX LAST 

   NICOLA GREUTER 

   RICCARDO MASCIA 

   ROMAN SOTOLA 

 Rotoscope, Paint & Matchmove Supervisors  JACK KILYAN 
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   PABLO OTERO 

   SHAYNE FARIER 

 Rotoscope, Paint & Matchmove Artists  AKASH DABHI 

   AKASH VISHNU CHAWARIA 

   DNYANESHWAR JADHAV 

   GANESH RAMDAS NALLE 

   RUSHIKESH CHOWDHARI 

   SONAR AKSHAY NARAYAN

DIT/Digital Dailies Lab Equipment & Support by Mission

 Lead Digital Dailies Lab Operator  ALEC GARNER 

 Digital Dailies Lab Operator  MICHAEL McKNIGHT 

 Business Manager  DANIEL KRAUS 

 Digital Production Manager  KYLIE STANTON 

 Workflow Supervisor  JOSH UNWIN 

 Head of Colour  PABLO GARCIA SORIANO 

Digital Intermediate by Molinare

 Senior Colourist  GARETH SPENSLEY 

 Junior Colourist  THERESA CROOKS 

 Digital Intermediate Manager  STEVE KNIGHT 

 Digital Intermediate Co-ordinators  STEVE OWEN 

   KARL BARNES-DALLAS 

 Conform Editors  JAKE DAVIES 

   GARETH THOMAS 

   THOMAS CLARKE 

   ROSS BRUNTON 

 Digital Intermediate Producers  MARIE FERNANDES 
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   SARAH MOROWA 

 Title Design  HUGE DESIGNS

 Score Orchestrated & Conducted by  ALASTAIR KING 

 Music Preparation  SIMON WHITESIDE 

 Recorded at  ABBEY ROAD STUDIOS 

   AIR LYNDHURST STUDIOS 

 Mixed at  ABBEY ROAD STUDIOS

 Recorded & Mixed by  PAUL GOLDING 

 Score Recordists  CHRIS PARKER 

   ADAM MILLER 

 Score Co-ordinated by  DARRELL ALEXANDER 

 Performed by  CHAMBER ORCHESTRA OF LONDON

 Musicians Contractor  GARETH GRIFFITHS 

 Music Editor  MARK WILLSHER
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“On Ilkla Moor Baht ‘At”
(Traditional)

Arranged by James Causley Windram

“The Florentiner March”
Written by Julius Fučík

“God Save The King”
(Traditional)

Performed by The Band of the Royal Artillery

“Annen-polka, Op 177”
Written by Johann Strauss II

“The Veleta”
Written by Arthur Morris

“Wiener Bonbons Op 307”
Written by Johann Strauss II

“Turton’s Club and Radio Music”
Written by Chris Egan/John Lunn

“Morgenblätter Op 279”
Written by Johann Strauss II

“Frühlingsstimmen Op 410”
Written by Johann Strauss II

Performed by Chamber Orchestra of London
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Special Thanks

Peter Fincham   Sally Haynes   Laura Mackie   Kevin Lygo ITV

Susanne Simpson   Rebecca Eaton   David Bernstein   Masterpiece on PBS
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The Earl & Countess of Carnarvon   John Gundhill and the staff of Highclere Castle

Hand & Lock   Fortuny   Andrew Prince   Graham Hadley

The Residents of Bampton, Oxfordshire and the Residents of Lacock, Wiltshire

Filmed on Location and at Shepperton Studios and Twickenham Studios, England

This Motion Picture used sustainability strategies to reduce its carbon emissions and  

environmental impact.
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© 2019 Universal Pictures International, Focus Features LLC and Perfect Universe Investment Inc.

Universal Pictures International, Focus Features LLC and Perfect Universe Investment Inc. are the 

authors of this motion picture for purposes of the Berne Convention and all national laws giving  

effect thereto.

This picture is based upon a fictitious story; however, some historical figures have been  
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This motion picture is protected under the laws of the United States and other countries.

Unauthorized duplication, distribution or exhibition may result in civil liability and criminal prosecution.










